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Renu Begum
Editor

The other night, a friend got hold of my favourite cashmere sweater and snipped it in 
the name of fashion.

The reason for that spate of insanity was, according to her, that reusing a wardrobe 
goes towards helping the environment.  I can’t wait to show her this issue of HYPE 
– there’s a better way of saving the Earth than the ludicrous idea of reusing your 
wardrobe by ripping it.  We’ve sussed out the trend of eco-fashion for you, which is an 
imminent local fashion movement (pg 52).

Yup, we’re provocateurs this time round, subtle ninjas out to change your life with 
the possibilities within this issue’s pages.  Entering the new decade, there has been 
change all round.  We see the rise of the Manic Pixie Dream Girl in cinemas, a welcome 
distraction from the placid damsels in distress (pg 32), and explore the possibility of 
creating your own accessories instead of cringing when someone with a replica of yours 
walks by (pg 82).

Some things remain though – only better.  We revisit icons that have been present in 
our pop culture for decades (pg 35) and look at how our innocent childhood fairytales 
have gone through a sexy revamp (pg 36).

Instead of leaving the singletons out by focusing on just romance this Valentine’s, we 
touch on relationships in our arts section, be it with family or that significant other.

Speaking of relationships, this issue has been an absolute joy to produce, with an 
experienced team and the most dedicated designers.  We’ve made it through every mini 
heart attack, and present to you Artful Provocateur.

Have a grand year ahead and be sure to fulfill your personal bucketlist (pg 91)before 
2012 dawns upon us! 

editor’s note
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swiftly (and 
shrewdly)

does it
She may be known as the country 

singer who writes and sings about 
her famous ex-boyfriends breaking 

her heart, but Taylor Swift is having 
the last laugh now. By Veronica Koh
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“those songs go out into 
the world and they become 
whatever the person listening 
to it wants it to become.” 
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to say that singer-songwriter taylor swift has hit the big 
time would be putting it mildly. 

Known for her dreamy love songs, this award-winning 
songbird was billboard’s most-played artist of 2010, 
beating even lady gaga and Katy perry.  the 21-year-
old was also the youngest ever performer to be crowned 
entertainment weekly’s “entertainer of the year”. 

 in an era where CD sales have been steadily dipping, her 
latest album, speak now, sold a record-breaking 1.47 
million copies within the first week of its release. 

born and raised in pennsylvania, the singer started out 
performing minor gigs back home, but moved to nashville 
when she was 14 so that she could focus on her burgeoning 
country music career there, subsequently signing a record 
deal. 

in 2006, she released her first self-titled album that 
climbed its way to the top on the billboard top Country 
albums, eventually winning four grammies.

along the way, she must have done something right, for 
this media darling has set the world abuzz.  Careful step 
by careful step, she’s planned a revolution all around her, 
transforming usually angst-filled pre-pubescents into girly, 
lovesick teenagers.

for one, she’s made the effort to have her head firmly stuck 
on her shoulders, when a deal was made to recreate her 
style of dressing in a clothing line, she waved off credit as 
a designer, saying in an interview with Us weekly, “i don’t 
look at it like i’m branching out as a designer... it’s not the 
taylor swift designer line.”  

in a similarly down-to-earth decision, she became the 
celebrity spokesperson for the national hockey league.
she maintains the same dignified poise in the glitzy world 
of pop.  she doesn’t cover herself in meat and dress up 
in outfits that can only be described as weird at best. nor 
can she be accused of indecent exposure ala racy Disney 
sensation miley Cyrus. at press time, she’s not traipsing 
down the route to rehab like Demi lovato. 

instead, the 21-year-old hits all the right notes as the girl 
who doesn’t talk about her love life, but instead writes 
songs about it. a perfect balance of class and lethality.

of her tendency to bring in her love life into her songs, she 
said in an interview with wall street Journal: “the only 
thing i can say about that is that this is not a surprise that 
i do this. everyone has had fair warning. this is my third 
album. i’ve never been shy or secretive with the fact that if 
you walk into my life, you may be walking onto a record.”

having stated that her albums are like her diary, she says, 
“it’s really crazy to think that my personal stories that i just 
thought were things only i went through and i just happened 
to write a song about – those songs go out into the world 
and they become whatever the person listening to it wants it 
to become.” 

while her songs are extremely relatable, just know that the 
guys she croons about are not your ordinary everyday folk. 
how many of us can attest to singing about relationships 
with hollywood stars?

with a dating record that consists of singers Joe Jonas 
and (rumour has it) John mayer, chief twilight werewolf 
taylor lautner and most recently, 30-year-old hunk 
Jake gyllenhaal, these “personal stories” have long fed 
speculation and excitement among fans and the paparazzi 
alike. 

of course, there is the occasional controversy. who can 
forget the infamous incident at the 2009 video music 
awards, when rap star Kanye west stormed onstage and 
interrupted taylor’s acceptance speech for best female 
video, declaring that beyonce was the deserving winner?
taylor handled it with panache though. sure, she stood 
there in mortified silence at that moment, but she also 
got her revenge in the classiest (and most profitable) way 
possible later by singing a hilarious monologue about it on 
comedic sketch show saturday night live. 

she later told entertainment weekly: “i wasn’t given much 
choice in the matter, but the one choice that i do have, that 
i continue to make, is to not talk about it.” 

her latest offering, speak now, took two years to produce 
with country music producer nathan Chapman, and all the 
songs are penned solely by her. it looks like her third album 
is marking a change, with her mellowing a little.

Come her concert in singapore, we’re hoping she’ll have a 
Jake gyllenhaal song ready.
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“this is my third 
album. i’ve never 
been shy or 
secretive with the 
fact that if you 
walk into my life, 
you may be 
walking onto a 
record.”
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Taylor Lautner
back to December

the two taylors began dating during 
the movie set “valentine’s Day” on 
December 2009. we doubt that the 
song title is a coincidence.

in “back to December,” taylor sings, 
“tell me how’s your family? i haven’t 
seen them in a while” giving away that 
she gets along well with his family. 
however, swift and lautner parted ways 
soon after. 

in the song, swift sings, “i’d go back 
in time and change it but i can’t, so if 
the chain is on your door, i understand. 
but this is me swallowing my pride, 
standing in front of you saying i’m sorry 
for that night”. obviously there’s gonna 
be a chain on his door if you broke his 
heart, taylor!

looks like little miss innocent isn’t so 
innocent afterall.

John Mayer
Dear John

the song “Dear John” seems to be the 
most obvious title in the new album. 
it is said to be aimed directly at John 
mayer. 

in her song, she sings, “it was wrong, 
don’t you think nineteen’s too young to 
be played by your dark twisted games.” 
sounds like John pulled taylor into his 
games and left her shattered in the end. 

nobody knows exactly what happened 
between John and taylor, but we are 
sure that they were involved in a little 
drama. many believe that the song is 
about how John mayer slept with her 
and left her right after. in other words, 
yes, she has been played big time.

well too bad for John, he can save his 
songs and start listening to what could 
be, his favourite song of all time, “Dear 
John” and thank taylor for having his 
name as a hit single!

Joe Jonas
forever and always

Joe Jonas is infamous for dumping 
taylor over the phone for 27 seconds 
for actress Camilla belle. 

taylor thought that her relationship and 
Joe was going to be forever and but 
there is a hint that Joe did not treat her 
well during the time they were together. 
she sings, “and i stare at the phone, 
he still hasn’t called.” 

“you didn’t mean it baby, you said 
forever and always, i don’t think so 
yeah,” was the ending of the song. 

all we can say is, taylor is better off 
without Joe, and we know this, forever 
and always.

Despite going from one guy to 
another, Taylor seems to have 
made light of it all, as proven 
by her soaring album sales.

Be careful if you are involved with Taylor Swift’s love life - you might just end up being penned down. 
siti syazwani sniffs out the three most prominent guys in her career so far.

Taylor tells all
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rox solid
No-nonsense, clear-minded, and 
determined. Rox and loH CHUAN 
JUNN gets into the mind of the British 
singer who was here recently for a 
one-night gig.
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rox solid
she reasons without apology, in a 
thick british accent.

growing up singing in a church 
choir, the artiste who hails from 
norbury, north london, got a break 
in the spring of 2007, when she was 
noticed by rough trade records, also 
home to high profile artistes such as 
Duffy and the strokes.

however, it is clear that the female 
crooner’s mind is anywhere but near 
the pressure of album sales and 
pleasing her record label – a rarity in 
rookie singers today.

“i want to have a career in music 
as a singer, but i can’t live my life 
thinking about how to get my name 
on the charts. that’s pretty self-
destroying,” the spunky lass says, her 
voice swelling with the force of her 
belief.

rox’s clear-cut passion and 
determination also saw her dropping 
out of college three years ago, 
despite faring well in her studies.

she says she has asked herself 
many times, “why am i doing this 
[studying]? am i doing this because 
it’s the next step?”

motivated by her interest in charity 
work and children, she then saved 
up some money, packed her bag and 
embarked on a journey to mexico, 

where she spent her days teaching 
english to rescued street kids.

the unprecedented decision was met 
with detractors from people around 
rox, but she remained unfazed.

“i didn’t need to prove anything to 
anyone. to me, i just needed to know 
that i could step out of my comfort 
zone,” she says. 

with the release of her album, rox is 
now beginning to take flight, and she 
hopes her works will inspire women 
to be confident about themselves.

“what saddens me is when i see girls 
trying to change themselves by going 
through with surgeries … asian girls 
cutting their eyelids. Just celebrate 
who you are because that’s what 
makes us unique,” rox implores. 

and for now, the young lass has her 
hands full working on the production 
of her next album.

“i’m just going to lock myself in my 
room and write... and write… and 
write… ” rox says with a dry laugh.

 

rox’s debut album, Memoirs, 
is available at all major record 
store now.

better known as rox, is a picture of 
ease and peace.

perhaps, if anything, her palpable 
comfort is a reflection of her 
unwavering conviction that what 
she’s doing is right.

lauded as one of 2010’s brightest 
prospects, the 22-year-old british 
soul singer is mature beyond her 
years. she may be a newbie in the 
music scene but rox has no plans to 
fulfill the demands of glitzy showbiz 
and is bent on doing things her way 
without conforming to labels.

rox was in town recently as part of 
her southeast asian tour to mark the 
release of her debut album, Memoirs.

“i don’t know what you mean by pop 
music. i am just doing music that 
represents me. i’m not living my life 
for money. i’m not living to get rich,” 

Simply clad – 
denim jeans, 
crew-cut T-shirt, 
minimal make-
up, and a pair 
of dangling 
feather earrings 
-- Roxanne Tataei,
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she’s a singer, a songwriter, an entrepreneur and an erhu-player. 
that isn’t something to scoff at, especially since tay Kewei is only 
27 years old. 

a musician’s works are freely exposed to the scrutiny of the 
public; this, she understands and unlike the teenybopper singers 
of today who easily sell out, Kewei wants to use the stage to 
spread important messages that are close to her heart.

the self-confessed nature lover says that she tries to do her part 
by using recyclable chopsticks when she eats out, and writing 
blog entries to encourage her fans to go green. the song “plastic 
mannequin love” from her album is also said to be inspired by an 
article that Kewei read about the “great pacific garbage patch”.

“i’m a person who doesn’t believe in throwing stuff away and 
i basically ‘psycho’ friends around me to bring recyclable 
chopsticks like me,” she laughs.

starting out in 2005 as a backup vocalist for popular mandopop 
singers like a*mei, David tao and wang lee hom, Kewei is finally 
embarking on a full-time solo singing career with the release of 
her debut album, Come Closer to Kewei, in september last year.

yet, growing up, singing was never part of the singaporean’s plan. 
in fact, the nanyang technological University Communication 
studies alumnus says that she would probably have forged a 
career in public relations, if not for a crucial audition for a back-
up vocalist that she attended during her final year of studies.

“i only started singing after completing junior college. i’ve 
never taken part in competitions before that, and i was never a 
performer,” the sassy girl-next-door explains.  

the album contains five original tracks, in addition to a mix of 
english and Japanese covers. she hopes that the variety of songs 
will expose her to an international audience. 

“we want to cater to not just the Chinese audience, but other 
regions as well,” says the petite crooner, who reveals that come 
march, the album will be released in Japan and Korea as well. 

international dreams and recyclable chopsticks aside, how does 
she feel about having moved from playing second fiddle to bigger 
stars to solo artist now?

“i didn’t have a name to live up to previously. but now that i do, 
i’ve to be in tiptop condition all the time,” she asserts. 

We’ve got 5 autographed copies of Tay Kewei’s debut album, 
Come Closer with Kewei up for grabs. Just answer this simple 
question for a chance to win! 

 What is the title of Kewei’s eco-song? 

send in your answer along with your name, iC number, and 
contact details to hype.midea@gmail.com. Contest closes 1 
Apr 2011. 

soNGs From sCrAPs 
In a scene filled with loud rock and shameless pop, Singaporean newbie singer Tay Kewei, with her soulful brand of 
eco-music, stands out like a breath of fresh air, loh chuan Junn reports.

I’m a person who 
doesn’t believe in 

throwing stuff away 
and I basically ‘psycho’ 

friends around me 
to bring recyclable 

chopsticks like me.”

“
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Five Friends, Five years and two albums on, west grand 
boulevard reveals what keeps them going strong, 
their new album, and everything else in between. taina 
teravainen Finds out more.

the way we 
want to be



“we’ve seen our fans grow up, from being in secondary 
school to university,” says bryan. a lot of these fans 
eventually become their friends.

this month, the band will be releasing their sophomore 
effort, Life, Love and a Loss for Better Words. the album 
has been sitting on the backburner for three years due to 
conflicting schedules, school and work responsibilities, 
as well as difficulties in booking recording slots at the 
immensely popular snakeweed studios. 

“we were sick of waiting around. we had always wanted to 
make a record but everyone was busy. even though we have 
some old songs (due to extensive live play), we feel like the 
crowd will be receptive to an album,” says Jude.

however, the band finally got together 
and will soon put out, as Jude calls it, 
their “second first album”.

this time round, bryan gamboa, who 
replaces ex-vocalist and Singapore Idol 
alumnus Daphne Khoo, will be singing 
on the album, unlike their previous 

effort, 2007’s Waiting For You. 

“we’re just trying to be truthful with this record. the main 
message is that this is us, this is the way we want to be,” 
erik explains.

when asked about the future of the band, the quartet have a 
firm resolve. “if our fingers and legs can still work 50 years 
down the road, we’ll still be playing,” says Jude.

To win an autographed copy of WGb’s latest album, 
answer this simple question: 

What is the name of WGB’s latest album?
(Flip to our Contests page to find out more)

if you had told them five years ago that they’d be releasing a 
full-length album under warner music, you would have been 
met with a resounding “no way”.

what started as an idea to pass time has transcended 
beyond a mere hobby. the guys of west grand boulevard 
(wgb) — vocalist bryan gamboa, guitarists Dharma 
sadasivan and erik evangelista, bassist Jude man lee and 
drummer syed hyder — are quick to identify friendship as  
the core of the band’s existence, not just the chase for fame 
and fortune. 

“whether we play music or not, we will always be the same 
group hanging out,” says erik. “it was Dharma who pushed 
us to take the band to the next level. we all want to keep it 
going as far as we can.”

this doesn’t mean that they’re in it 
for the money though — the band 
positively blanched at the suggestion of 
wgb being a business or brand. 

“we play what feel like, and what we 
like. if other people think it sucks, 
we don’t care.” Cheeky grins and nods all around the table 
affirm erik’s statement.

bands looking to emulate west grand’s balance of business 
and fun while surviving our tough local music industry might 
find it surprisingly simple.   

“i think the secret is that we never did consider ourselves a 
business or brand. we base our charges for corporate shows 
on the highest pay we’ve gotten for one,” erik says matter-
of-factly.

over the years, the band has become a fixture at local gigs. 
playing high-energy alternative rock, the band has garnered 
loyal fans.

“We play what we feel 
like, and what we like. 
if other people think it 
sucks, we don’t care.”
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i was greeted with tired smiles when 
i sat down with the boys from the 
temper trap at local pub tab.

touring has indeed taken its toll on 
the five member alternative rock 
band from melbourne who achieved 
overnight success with “sweet 
Disposition”, a hit single released in 
2009 that made the top 10 in charts 
in the United Kingdom, america, 
australia and ireland and won them 
best group & most popular single in 
the 2010 aria music awards.

you might also have heard them 
–– Dougy mandagi, lorenzo sillitto, 
Jonathon aherne, toby Dundas and 
sebastian Kirwan –– on the (500) 
Days of Summer movie soundtrack, 
UK teen drama Skins, and the video 
game Pro Evolution Soccer 2011.  

wearing his long flaxen hair up, 
aherne, the good-natured bass 

guitarist leans in to share a surreal 
incident about living together in the 
same house.

“there were some people in the 
neighbourhood who jumped over our 
fence and threatened to break into 
the house … at the same time, a man 
was at the front door freaking out, 
screaming for water because his car 
was on fire.”

“so welcome to london,” Dundas says 
to riotous laughter around the table.

alongside the crazy domestic antics 
were the crazier antics on tour that 
showed the boys were not immune to 
being star struck themselves.

like at a post-gig party, where Dundas 
and guitarist sillitto met beyoncé.  

sillitto smiled at the memory. “toby 
ended up going over to beyoncé and 
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shaking her hand and didn’t wash it 
for about five weeks, to the disgust 
of everyone else.”

it is not all fun and perhaps, the 
heaviest burden falls on vocalist 
Dougy mandagi from indonesia. 

think of asian-led bands with 
international success and one will 
think of Karen o’s yeah yeah yeahs, 
Kazu makino’s blonde redhead, and 
yuki Chikudate’s asobi seksu — all 
asian women.

“i never used to think i was 
representing asian men until 
people started saying that to me,” 
Dougy said through furrowed brows, 
preoccupied with rolling the piece of 
card-sized paper between his fingers. 

when i asked if he felt any pressure 
from it, he blurted a little too 
quickly, “no!” before starting again, 
“i mean… i think it’s nice that 
people feel that there’s something 
from [asia] representing them, but i 
don’t take it seriously.”

rather, he chooses to focus on their 
music. the band has been working 
on the new record, and so far two 
songs have been finished. “we’re 
definitely experimenting with more 
instruments. we don’t want to do the 
same thing twice,” said Johnny. 

what do we really know about the Australian indie quintet The Temper 
Trap besides that one almost ubiquitous single? sylvia Koh finds out.

TemPer sTiLL sWeeT 
DesPiTe suCCess

PhoTo CourTeSy of fulforD PuBlIC relATIonS
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Scintillatin
Sounds

The annual moSAIC music festival is back and 
set to be a rockin’ affair! Yogashree Koteswar and 
natalie Koh give you the lowdown on this year’s 
festival. 

happening from mar 11 to mar 20, the six-year-old festival 
has since expanded from its genres of world and jazz.

now known for it’s exclusive multi-genre music, mosaic 
music festival 2011 will be held at various locations 
throughout the esplanade, including the theatre studio, 
recital studio and smooth acoustic aura of the concert hall.

it brings to you musicians of varying popularity from the 
world of sexy gold-world tango, straight-ahead jazz, fusion 
funk, electrifying math-rock, booty shakin’ r&b, folk-pop, 
gypsy jazz, pop-rock and electronic.

the festival also offers musical workshops for those eager 
to be a part of the music, ranging from vocal coaching with 
names like the manhattan, the saxphone, piano and drums 
with Charlie haden’s Quartet west and more.

esplanade has consciously kept ticket prices to an all-new 
low this year, with popular act Joanna newsom gig at the 
1600-seater Concert hall at a starting price of only $25. 

even internationally-renowned acts the national and gotan 
project have their tickets priced at $120, as compared 
with last year’s most expensive ticket, which was capped at 
$148 for r&b singer brian mcKnight.

Coupled with the array of cuisine the esplanade offers, the 
fun and eclectic atmosphere of the festival is a sure-fire way 
of recharging after the mendacity of work!

Tickets are available at the esplanade box office and sisTiC.

local songbird sarah 
cheng De-Winne takes 
the stage at the moSAIC 
music festival 2011, but 
she’s no newbie admist 
international acts.

she’s a critically acclaimed 
local musician with an ep out 
and a solid fanbase, but that 
doesn’t stop her from doing 
her homework.

the graduate of the national 
University of singapore 
(nUs) aims to write at least 

two songs every month. “it doesn’t 
mean all these songs will be on the new album, but it’s 

good practice,” she reasoned.

sharp and mindful of targeting a niche market, the 22-year-
old has been quick to brand herself as a jazz-pop artist. 
sarah’s phenomenal vocals and upbeat tracks have pushed 
her swiftly into the local jazz scene.

the past year was a strenuous one, split between producing 
her six-track ep Let’s Pretend and meeting academic 
requirements. her summer break was spent in the studio 
and her semesters were filled with late-night gigs at bars 
and corporate events, leaving her either sleep-deprived or a 
little behind on her grades. 

Music is serious business
“it was really difficult… i admit that i let [my studies] take 
a back seat… but it was at a point where it wouldn’t have 
affected the overall grade,” she says.

the self-funded ep cost nearly $20,000 in the making, 
something she did not advise.  “you have to be very sure of 
yourself as an artist. it’s better to establish your craft before 
[investing]… you could always do the acoustic youtube 
thing first to get your name out,” she shares.

sarah takes feedback seriously, musing with maturity that 
one cannot truly be objective towards her own work. “i had 
some people tell me that i should go into the [Chinese 
Jazz scene] because i have a very ‘Chinese face’,” she says 
lightheartedly. “but i don’t think in Chinese, so it may be 
difficult… to express myself as a singer/songwriter.”

she does, however, agree with the sentiment that her voice 
is better suited for the soul and r&b genre — something 
that will likely surface in her upcoming projects.

sarah’s 2011 is already promising. with deals in 
discussion, and a bunch of other shows lined up, it won’t be 
a surprise to see her reach her goal of touring regionally in 
two years.

Catch sarah every wednesday night at the esplanade 
rooftop bar, orgo, or watch her performance this mar 15 at 
the mosaiC music festival.

PhoToS CourTeSy of eSPlAnADe SIngAPore

PhoTo CourTeSy of SArAh Cheng De-wInne
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18 Mar 2011, Fri, 7.30pm
Concert Hall
Jamie Lidell
UK
 
you would think that blending retro funk, gospel, disco and 
soul music together would create a jarring mishmash of noise 
but lidell manages to blend in a pleasant diversity of moods 
and feelings.

the 38-year-old’s second solo effort, Multiply (2005), 
propelled him to fame, and some might even recognize the 
title track from the hit television series, Grey’s Anatomy.
 
Jim, his album released in 2008, won the 8th annual 
independent music awards for best pop/rock album, but it 
is a mere appetizer to his latest album, Compass.

the album features guest performances from grizzly bear’s 
Chris taylor to wilco’s pat sansone, and promises to 
feed your soul with songs from his previous album for his 
upcoming concert. 
 

19 Mar, Sat, 7.30pm & 9.30pm
Recital Studio
Tap Guitar with Erik Mongrain
Canada
 
instead of strumming on his guitar, mongrain taps on the 
strings, producing sounds which have caught the attention of 
world-renowned musicians like guitar legend paul mcCartney.

mongrain’s story is truly one from streets to fame. playing for 
change in the montreal subway not three years ago, he was 
saved from the clutches of poverty with his debut album.

titled Fates, the album gave him instant fame and he 
suddenly found himself in high demand all over the world.

his youtube video, Airtap!, earned mongrain two film 
contracts and caught the attention of the Japanese national 
television, who flew in to montreal just to introduce his 
talents to the Japanese population.

18 Mar 2011, Fri, 11pm
Concert Hall
11th Hour - Joanna Newsom
USA
 
Combine the classical sounds of a harp with the quirky voice 
of indie music and you have Joanna newsom. the american 
harpist, pianist and singer-songwriter is said to be one of the 
bravest new voices to have emerged from the indie-music 
scene in recent years. 

her second album, ys, which received high acclaim with her 
second album in 2006, titled Ys. its success gave newsom 
the confidence to fill her latest album, Have One on Me, 
which was released last year.

as impressive as her albums are, they cannot compare to 
the live sounds of her unique voice accompanied by her 
harp music and the support of her own band of strings and 
trombone.

PhoToS CourTeSy of eSPlAnADe SIngAPore
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they can do cute. they can do sexy. they can do macho. 
they can do annoying.

but whether you like them or not, they are here to stay.

who are they, you ask. hallyu stars of course. 

arguably one of the biggest imports to hit shores in recent 
times, the hallyu, or Korean wave, is a term first coined by 
the Chinese media in 1998 to denote fans of now defunct 
popular south Korean pop trio h.o.t. it is now commonly 
used to refer to the surge in popularity of the K-pop 
culture all over the world. 

from dramas to electronics, music to fashion trends, it’s 
almost impossible to walk down a street without relishing a 
piece of Kimchi land these days. 

Korean pop idol groups are now the rage across asia. from 
mega boy bands to sugary sweet girl groups, these Kpop 
idols have dominated, with their thicket of bright colors 
and plastic faces, the hearts of young uns’ alike. 

locally, audiences got such a 
kick out of watching a certain 
five member girl band sing about 
wanting “nobody, nobody, but you” 
that it soon escalated to a full-scale 
K-pop cult in singapore. 

when ticket sales to the Korean pop 
night Concert first opened last year, 
throngs of eager fans had swarmed 
to the hmv outlet at 313@somerset, causing chaos along 
the streets of orchard road. 

and no, the fans, and their idols alike, are certainly far 
from feeling “sorry sorry” about the inconvenience their 
fellowship have caused. 

as one of the leaders of the K-pop wave, 13-member 
boyband super Junior debuted with their first single “twins 
(Knock out)” in 2005 to lacklustre interest from members 
of the audience. 

however, things soon took a positive turn for the largest 
boy band in the world when dance tune “sorry, sorry” was 
released in 2009 to rave reviews worldwide.

with over 150,000 copies of the album pre-ordered in less 
than a week after announcement, the song has become 
super Junior’s best-selling album to date. 

leader of super Junior, leeteuk, once said in an interview 
with the Korean media, that the band was “going to 
continue on until the day that pearl sapphire blue 
balloons cover the entire world.”

pearl sapphire blue is the official colour of the pop group’s 
international fan group.

the group obviously meant what they said. having 
launched a series of widely acclaimed super show concert 
tours in recent years – super Junior’s third asia tour, 
super show 3 was held on 29 January in singapore – the 
band has been touring various parts of the world, reaching 
out aggressively to foreign fan bases. 

tapping onto their sheer numbers, super Junior also 
formed sub-units to appeal to a wide plethora of audience. 
ballad trios K.r.y, and China-based super Junior m, were 

some examples of such sub-units 
created.  

similarly, Korean girl groups 
also seek to capture hearts with 
their innocent and cute image. 
Dressed in angular uniforms, tight 
skinny jeans or hot pants, and 
much given to winsome smiles, 
girl groups dance and sing to 
seamless choreography of dances, 

completed with dainty movements of hands and feet.

so just what makes K-pop so good that even people who 
don’t even speak the language get so into it? 

Korean pop songs are more often than not, catchy and 
easy to sing along – though the lyrics are in a half-breed 
language that makes no sense in any tongue (does “gee, 
gee, gee” even have any real meaning to it?). the singers 
have rock-hard bodies and perfect skin and their fashion 
and hair is always on the edge.

to sum it all up, addictive musical beats, stunning imagery 
of music videos coupled with glamorous packaging of 
idols, makes for the winning formula of K-pop.

“[the band is] going to continue 
on until the day that pearl 

sapphire blue balloons cover the 
entire world.” 

– leader of super Junior, leeteuk

fuelled by good-looking performers that make up for the South Korean 
entertainment industry, Korean pop (K-Pop) has crept its way into our sunny 
isle in recent years.  loH cHUan JUnn and sopHie Hong reports on the 
Korean wave.
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KicKing it old school
It is always easier to travel on a road where others have 
trodden before. likewise, Korean pop acts would not 
be where they are today without these seniors who 
helped set the stage first.

SEo TAiJi ANd BoyS it is almost rude to talk about 
Korea’s music scene without mentioning the legendary 
seo taiji (real name Jung hyun-Chul), who single-
handedly shook up the music industry with his 
revolutionary fusion of rap and pop. together with the 
“boys” lee Juno and yang hyun suk, the trio was 
the ultimate symbol for angst-ridden teenagers in 
their rebellious stage, mainly because of their lyrical 
content and different music sound, both of which 
gained the disapproval of older audiences. after 
their breakup in 1996, seo taiji moved on to release 
albums in the rock genre while yang hyun suk started 
his own company, yg entertainment, which produced 
a new wave of hip-hop artistes such as 1tym, big 
bang and 2ne1. 

BoA there is no denying boa’s talent, having 
debuted as a solo artiste in 2000 after only 
two years of training while other trainees at sm 
entertainment had to endure a training period of up 
to seven years. note that the diva was only 14 years 
old then. besides releasing chart-topping albums in 
her homeland, boa also forayed into the notoriously 
difficult Japanese market to much success, having 
made her mark on the oricon charts with tracks 
such as “listen to my heart”, “no. 1” and “Do the 
motion”. since the start of her career 10 years ago, 
boa has released 14 studio albums in Korea, Japan 
and america. 

H.o.T if fin.K.l was the 
girl’s generation of the 
90’s, then high-five of 
teenagers, or h.o.t. for 
short, would be the 2pm of 
the 90’s. formed by head 
of sm entertainment lee 
soo man in 1996, this 
group is often credited 
for starting the idol 
group trend in Korea and 
remains well-loved by fans 
even after their official 
breakup in may 2001. it is 
interesting to note that the 
events following after their 
breakup is eerily similar 
to what Dong bang shin 
Ki, their juniors who are 
also contracted under sm 
entertainment, is going 
though now, with the team 
splitting into separate 
units of three and two 
members to carry on with 
promotional activities. 

fine Killing liberty, or fin.K.l for short, is a 
four-member girl group that debuted in 1998 and 
catapulted to fame shortly after the release of their 
second single, “nae namja Chingu ehgeh” (to my 
boyfriend). they enjoyed immense popularity, especially 
amongst the male crowd, and were even affectionately 
nicknamed as the “national fairies”. since their breakup 
in 2002, the members have moved on to successful solo 
careers, most notably lee hyori, who now enjoys the 
status as Korea’s top solo female performer.   

PARK JiN yoUNG the younger 
fans of K-pop know him as 
the producer of successful 
idol groups such as wonder 
girls, 2am, 2pm and miss 
a, but before he earned his 
reputation as one of Korea’s 
top star-churning machines, 
park Jin young was burning 
up the music charts with hit 
singles such as “holiday”, 
“honey” and “Kiss”. Known 
for his outlandish outfits and 
suggestive dance moves, this 
performer’s provocative stage 
image seemed to have passed 
on to his protégés, most 
notably in rain and 2pm. 
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WoNDer 
WeeKeND

from stage to street 
remember the hoodies craze that emo poster boy Pete wentz caused? And how 
every other teenager along Bugis Street was wearing a necktie with their t-shirts 
or tank tops à la Avril lavigne? here are five unisex fashion trends that the 
hallyu wave has washed upon our shores!

 
MiLiTARy-iNSPiREd JACKETS
let’s admit it. military men are irresistible and at least half of the credit should go to the 
uniform that they wear. the stylists of the pop idols have noticed this as well and are 
starting to favor sharply cut angles and metallic details on their outerwear. to complete 
the tough look, pair the jackets with tigh high combat boots. 

spotted on: hyoyeon (girl’s generation), t.o.p (big bang), minzy (2ne1), thunder 
(mblaQ).

THiCK-FRAMEd GLASSES
they used to be associated with highly unattractive nerds and geeks , but on these good-
looking megastars, thick framed glasses have risen to the status of a so-chic-it-hurts 
fashion accessory. for the more adventurous fashionistas, try going for a funky coloured 
frame instead of the usual black ones.  

spotted on: nichkhun (2pm), narsha (brown eyed girls), Kikwang (b2st), Jia (miss a).

RiPPEd JEANS
Jeans are often seen as a timeless and “safe” clothing item, but slash a few holes in 
them and voila, instant fashion statement! once seen as a sign of poverty, ripped jeans 
have resurfaced from time to time in history and was last seen flourishing in the late 
90’s. isn’t it amazing how running a penknife through your clothes can gain you an 
exponential amount of street cred? 

spotted on: hyuna (4minute), Cl 
(2ne1), ga-in (brown eyed girls), 
Jonghyun (shinee) 

THE APPLE HAiRSTyLE
this popular hairstyle among children 
aged five and below is more commonly 
known among singaporeans as the 
“onion head”. idols often keep their 
hair up this way during dance practices 
and it wasn’t long before they start 
adopting this cute style for stage 
appearances as well. 

spotted on: g-Dragon (big bang), 
sohee (wonder girls), Dara (2ne1)

ovERSizEd T-SHiRTS
skin-tight clothing is a thing of the 
past as Korean celebrities choose dress 
down in ultra-comfortable oversized 
t-shirts. but that doesn’t mean a 
compromise on style, as the shirts, 
which come in all sorts of loud colours 
and bold graphic imprints, look good 
with a casual jacket! 

spotted on: Junhyung (b2st), victoria 
(f(x)), sooyoung (girl’s generation), 
heechul (super Junior). 

ASidE: EyELiNER
while the small-eye stereotype may not 
apply to all Koreans, it still holds true 
for a percentage of the population. this 
applies to their starlets as well, who 
choose to pile on copious amounts of 
eyeliner to conceal their mono-lidded 
eyes.  the males in the industry also 
swear by eyeliner as it adds more 
definition to their eyes, all the better to 
smoulder at the camera with. 

say what?
So your grasp of the Korean language is limited 
to only “Bae yong Joon” and “Kimchi”, but don’t 
fret! HyPE is here to help you upgrade your 
vocabulary list with words that are not usually 
found in Korean language guidebooks. 

daebak (say: day-bak)
Meaning: huge win, great success. often used 
by the younger crowd to describe something 
that is epic. 
Example: have you seen tvXQ’s new music 
video, ‘Keep your head Down’? it’s total 
daebak! 

Babo (say: pa-bo)
Meaning: fool. Can be used affectionately…
or not.
Example: lee Joon failed his mathematics test 
again, what a babo!

Selca (say: sel-car)
Meaning: realising that there was no word to 
describe the action of taking one’s own photo, 
they coined the term selca from the words 
“self” and “camera”.  
Example: Junhyung is such a narcissist. he 
won’t stop tweeting his selcas. 

Skinship (say: ske-een-ship-u)
Meaning: expression of feelings through 
intimate physical contact, which includes 
hand holding, hugging and kissing.
Example: you two have been dating for a 
month now, it’s about time you initiate some 
skinship with her. 

26  H Y P E
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around february in 2006, four students busy finishing up their 
undergraduate studies at Columbia University, new york, created 
vampire weekend.

in mere weeks, the indie-rock band, comprising of Chris baio, 
rostam batmanglij, Chris tomson and helmed by ezra Koenig, went 
from playing at social events and parties to recording and producing 
their own music and playing gigs around new 
york. 

“we started recording as soon as we were a 
band,” says rostam, 27, producer and multi-
instrumentalist of the band. “we went on tour 
with just the four of us the next summer.”

soon, the band was gracing the covers of magazines, playing at 
music festivals in the Us and UK and producing chart-topping hits 
such as “a-punk” and “Cape Cod Kwassa Kwassa”, the latter of 
which was featured in rolling stone magazine’s “100 best songs of 
the year (2007)”.  

preppy attired lead singer Koenig, 26, is still wearing the trademark 
boat shoes he wore as an eighth-grade english teacher before forming 
vampire weekend, the band remains the same modest ivy league 
college students they were five years ago.

while the rest of the world concentrates on their speedy rise to 
worldwide acclaim, it’s clear that the band is still in the business 
purely for their love of music.

“sometimes when people write about our band, we get kind of down 
because of the fact that they are writing about how fast we had risen 
as opposed to writing about our music, our lyrics, the things that we 
actually care about,” says rostam.  

Describing their style as “Upper west side soweto”, vampire 
weekend’s music seems to be an eclectic mix ranging from afro pop 
to western Classical. their daringness and willingness to experiment 
is best exemplified in songs such as “horchata” from their debut 
eponymous album, Vampire Weekend. one obvious example is the 
heavy african musical influence that can be seen in their works. 

“i don’t think we see african music as being unconnected to other 
music like classical music and indian music or Jamaican music. 
i think you know, a lot of people will hear something and say, oh 
that sounds african but inside of that there are connections to all 
different kinds of music.” says rostam. 

the diversity of the band is apparent in their second album, Contra, 
where their music is as eccentric and captivating as ever. in it, 
they’ve dropped the (african influence) for louder, more pulsating 
drum beats in a sharper staccato as well as the swelling of rich 
violins accompanied by rostam’s creative use of the synth. 

speaking about the swirl of different elements used in the second 
album, ezra says, “it doesn’t necessarily make it better or worse, 
but it’s fundamentally different, and i think that’s what kind of 
distinguishes the form of the modern band, and that’s certainly the 
case in our band.” 

working together and being on tour for months can be a drag, but 
vampire weekend insists that the dynamics between the members 
are better than ever. 

“when you spend time with a lot of people, you’re going to learn a lot 
about them, and i think you’re going to become closer. you also learn 
a lot about yourself and what you need to be happy,” says ezra. 

THe WorLD rAVes AbouT THe meTeoriC rise 
oF VAmPire WeeKeND, buT THeY WouLD reALLY 
rATHer FoCus oN THeir musiC THAN PLAY THe 

FAme GAme, rePorTs JUSTiNE CHNG

WoNDer 
WeeKeND
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“sometimes when people write about our band, we 
get kind of down because of the fact that they are 
writing about how fast we had risen as opposed to 
... the things that we actually care about.”

PhoTo CourTeSy of Xl reCorDS
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ForeVer LoViNG FiLm
As her second feature film is all 
set for a march opening, award-
winning filmmaker wee li lin 
tells Michelle ng how she con-
tinues to channel her abundant 
energy into creative works.

she has a stack of colourful, quirky 
notebooks in her cupboard, all 
containing hand-scribbles of interesting 
random stories and scenarios that she’s 
been caught in, but wee li lin is no 
rookie writer waiting for a big break.

in fact, with 10 short films and two 
feature films under her belt and 
multiple awards from film festivals 
accumulated over 14 years, li lin is 
one of singapore’s most accomplished 
female filmmakers. 

the journey into filmmaking came 
naturally to the 36-year-old, who used 
to make up short stories to entertain her 
younger cousins at family gatherings.

“i grew up watching a lot of movies 
during my childhood days. i decided i 
wanted to be a part of them instead of 
just sitting back and watching,” says 
li lin.

her second feature film, Forever, is set 
to hit the big screens in march. similar 
to her first feature film Gone Shopping 
in 2007, Forever, at first glance, seems 
set to be a chick flick with a happy-go-
lucky female protagonist and a fairytale 

ending, but li lin reveals otherwise. 

to her, a typical chick flick storyline has 
the sweet, likeable female protagonist 
advancing through a certain predictable 
(read: boring) journey before eventually 
meeting the man of her life but in 
Forever, it is a whole new ball game. 

“the female protagonist is a highly 
flawed character that might be seen as 
the villain in other films,” explains 
li lin. 

the production follows Joey (played by 
newcomer Joanna Dong), a woman who 
found the love of her life, gin (played 
by taiwanese actor mo tze yi), and lost 
him to another woman. 

Joey goes on to stalk and harass gin in 
the hope of gaining back his love. the 
dark and subversive underlying touch 
to the satirical movie has been cleverly 
masked with humour to help resonate 
with the audience. 

Drawing inspiration from a real-life 
character she met in her short stint 
producing a government short film to 
encourage marriage, her decision to 
script Forever in a romantic comedy 
setting is “to make the audience feel 
more sympathy for her, because i feel 
that everyone, at one point in our lives, 
is also capable of stalking.”

besides scripting and directing, li 
lin has another fervent interest in 

filmmaking – one that lights up her 
face as she gushes, “i love picking the 
wardrobe for all my films. i handpicked 
every single outfit in this film!”

admitting that she has a streak of 
obssesive Compulsive Disorder (oCD) 
when it comes to perfecting her films, 
it is interesting to note that her films 
are her “creative outlets” to unleash all 
this energy. 

a firm believer in setting and attaining 
her own high standards, li lin 
embarked on her master of fine arts 
in Dramatic writing at tisch-asia in 
2008. her goal: to improve on her 
scriptwriting skills. 

“besides, 30s is a good age to do your 
masters! it’s always helpful to have 
some life experience to bring to the 
table,” chuckles li lin. 

this motivated woman isn’t going to 
stop learning and improving anytime 
soon as she dreams of directing films 
outside of singapore in the future. 

for now, we will be content with li 
lin’s feature films on singapore spiced 
up with a pinch of fairytale magic.

Post your funniest or most original 
comment on Forever’s youtube 
channel and stand a chance to win 
movie tickets. refer to our Contests 
page for details.

“i grew up watching a lot of movies during my childhood 
days. i decided i wanted to be a part of them instead of just 
sitting back and watching.”

PhoTo: JoThAm lIAn
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Tell us how you got started on your film 
acting career?

someone recommended me and i went 
for the first audition, the call back and 
afterwards, they told me i got the part! 
i was kind of apprehensive at first but 
you have to trust the director. li lin 
had faith in me and i had faith in her 
that we would make this work.

do tell us more about how you eased 
yourself into the character, Joey.

Joey experiences unrequited love and i 
believe that’s something that most of us 
identify with. the only difference is that 
Joey takes it to the extreme. playing 
her was about amplifying those feelings 
within me to a much greater level. 

How similar or different are you to Joey?

well, like Joey, i really love music.
like her, i can be really intense in 
relationships, even though i don’t think 
i will be as drastic. my most significant 
difference with Joey is in our outlook on 
love and romance. she’s the kind of girl 
who’s really single-minded as she thinks 
if she found the one, it can be him and 
no other person.

What are your plans for the near future?

i’m in a musical called 881 The 
Musical which is an adaptation of 
royston tan’s film 881. also, i’m 
working on a full-length mandarin jazz 
album and hopefully i can get that 
done by this or next year. i’ll be writing 
some of the lyrics and i hope to bring 
the to the mandarin-speaking audience. 

What advice would you give to aspiring 
young talents in Singapore?

when you’re starting out, you feel 
like you need to take whatever work 
comes your way. but be careful not 
to compromise your artistic integrity 
though it means you’ll be surviving on 
less. it will keep your artistic integrity 
in a healthy condition which helps you 
survive longer in this sometimes cruel 
industry.  

Michelle ng talks to Joanna Dong, who 
is the psychopathic stalker in forever.

JoViAL JoANNA

PhoTo: JoThAm lIAn
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1 beating the beatles - pardon 
the pun, but Kelly Clarkson, the first 
American Idol winner, released a single 
that broke a 38-year-old record held by 
the beatles – instant god-like status. 
okay, not really, but Kelly Clarkson 
is undoubtedly the most successful 
american idol to have ever existed, 
with four studio albums each achieving 
platinum status.

2 simon’s Little Affair - tension 
between two beloved American Idol 
judges simon Cowell and paula 
abdul manifested in make-out scenes 
onscreen in multiple episodes. steamy 
and scandalous though they might be, 
it wasn’t a real affair. rumours about 
the both of them being together were 
dismissed after news broke that simon 
got engaged to his girlfriend mezghan 
hussainy. still, we can’t help but to 
long for simon to get together with 
paula. sigh.

3 Joke of the Decade - seriously? 
william hung, you telling the judges 
you’ve no professional training during 
that hilariously gut-wrenching rendition 
of She Bangs just isn’t going to cut 
it with the judges. all’s fine though, 
after william hung got himself into the 
limelight; wasn’t that what he wanted?

4 sorry Pops - oldest contestant 
to ever grace the stage (the audition 
room, that is), sherman pore exceeded 
the age limit by 36 years for American 
Idol. honestly, what was he thinking? 
pore didn’t make it through, but 
you’ve gotta give him credit for earning 
himself respect from Cowell and the 
rest of the judges, saying this old 
man’s “a class act”. 

5 seacrest’s Face-off - someone 
had to stand up to the bully, right? 
ryan seacrest stepped up to the task, 

A DeCADe 
oF iDoL
It’s been 10 years since the first 
episode of American Idol had 
Americans and many more around 
world fixated on their television 
screens weekly.  Melvin poon looks 
at 10 memorable moments that had 
people talking.

4 6
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and stands up to notoriously mean 
simon Cowell when he commented, 
“there’s a certain irony for you, 
singing a song about climbing 
when you actually fell off”, after 
a contestant butchered the song 
“the Climb”. seacrest rebutted by 
questioning how his comment helped 
or kept it from being worse, to an 
awkward silence. annoying as he 
might be, you’ve got to say, that was 
daring.

6 Daughtry’s Vote-off - Chris 
Daughtry’s fans claimed that 
vote-lines were misrouted to other 
contestants, with some hearing 
Katharine mcphee’s thank-you 
message after making a voting call. 
he got voted off that same week. 
Daughtry fans, lament.

7 barely Legal - somebody get 
this kid a diaper. okay, he isn’t that 

young, but young enough to earn 
himself a spot in the remarkable 
section of American Idol. youngest 
contestant David archuleta wowed 
audiences at the tender age of sweet 
sixteen. David archuleta went on all 
the way to the final, and although he 
didn’t win American Idol in the end, 
he’s definitely earned a spot in our 
hearts.

8 bikini Girls - American Idol’s full 
of sexy. there’s the paula and simon 
scandal, and then there’s judge Kara 
Dioguardi. Kara got on stage to sing 
alongside ex-contestant Katrina 
Darrel (also known as bikini girl, for 
auditioning in, you guessed it – a 
bikini) and in a climactic twit, rips 
off her dress to reveal her black string 
bikini. hot.

9 respect - awe |ô|, noun: a feeling 
of reverential respect mixed with fear 

or wonder : they gazed in awe at the 
small mountain of diamonds; the 
sight filled me with awe, etc. or, you 
could describe awe as a standing 
ovation from simon Cowell on adam 
lambert’s rendition of “mad world”. 
adam lambert performed impressively 
enough to  impress simon Cowell, 
who’s probably one of the hardest 
people to impress ever.

10  Departure of the mean one - 
simon Cowell leaves American Idol. 
mean as simon was, it’s undeniable 
that his tough love and sharp, acid-
laced words have helped shape the 
entire american (and for the rest of 
the world, in a way) entertainment 
industry. goodbye simon, we bid you a 
sentimental sayonara.

7 98

10

The tenth season of american idol 
premieres in SIngapore on 20 Jan.
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move over damsels in distress, we want that quirky one with the bangs.  
They’ve been lingering in the shadows of our cinematic halls for decades, 
but now enter the manic Pixie Dream girl. By Justine chng

males love her, and females, even if they 
will never admit it, want to be her. 

appearing in award-winning movies played 
by hollywood high-flyers such as Kate 
winslet, manic pixie Dream girls have 
bumped the demure female lead character 
into a status of near obsoleteness over the 
past decade.

the term ‘manic pixie Dream girl’ 
was coined an emerging stereotype in 
cinema by film critic nathan rabin after 
watching Kristen Dunst’s performance in 
Elizabethtown.

rabin defines this character as a “bubbly, 
shallow cinematic creature [who] exists 
solely in the fevered imaginations 
of sensitive writer-directors to teach 
broodingly soulful young men to embrace 
life and its infinite mysteries and 
adventures”.

with their flighty personalities, they move 
from state to state, jumping from one job 
to another on their eco-friendly bicycles.  
exuding quirky-cool means they manage 
to pull off moss-green hair and powder-
blue vintage dresses without looking out 
of place. 

there’s just something bewitching about 
scarlett Johansson nonchalantly sporting 
a pink wig while singing at her karaoke 
bar in or zooey Deschanel running in wild 

abandon for her passion of taking blurry 
photographs.

it could be the warmth that radiates from 
her carefree personality, her ability to keep 
life exciting with her sheer impulsiveness 
or her adorably opinionated nature that 
gives us that kick.

you can’t put a finger on it. and maybe, 
that’s just it. she’s that enigma that clings 
to your brain so tight you can’t shake  
her off. 

“life is predictable and having someone 
that’s able to inspire and motivate you to 
take risks in life is fun,” says gerald toh, 
17, a student. “it’s like life nudging you to 
tell you to do something about get a fresh 
breath of air, and in the form of this girl.”

however, the manic pixie Dream girl is 
far from being a new phenomenon. signs 
of the shift from the traditional female 
characters, the romantic damsels in 
distress, began in the 60’s with audrey 
hepburn’s idiosyncratic character, holly 
golightly, in the classic movie Breakfast 
at Tiffany’s. 

from there, this female cinema 
stereotype evolved alongside society, 
where more women chose to live their life 
independently, not seeing the need for a 
man in their life – a key characteristic of a 
manic pixie Dream girl.

tShe’s got you high
F E A T U R E
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what separates the older versions of the 
manic pixie Dream girl like charming, 
witty party girl holly golightly from 
the ones today is how vulnerable those 
characters ultimately are after opening up. 

holly golightly starts off as an 
independent character without substance, 
seeming to care only about money and fun. 
it’s only deeper into the movie that the 
audience sees her rough past and buried 
emotions, which is eventually revealed to 
trusted love interest paul varjak.

this is very unlike 
summer finn of (500) 
Days of Summer, who 
from the start to the end 
remains stagnant about 
her ideas of love and 
doesn’t show anyone her 
emotions. even at the 
end, when male lead tom 
seeks closure, she refuses 
to be swayed. 

melanie oliveiro, who 
used to be a film critic 
with Channel newsasia, 
thinks otherwise.
Describing them as a 
neurotic character she 
feels that the manic pixie Dream girl 
could simply be a role reversal of the 
two genders as part of men’s attempts to 
“decode women in film”.

“she assumes the traditional male role 
in that she is emotionally unavailable, 
unlike her codependent love-starved 
contemporaries in other romantic films,” 
she says, “so it is the s.n.a.g (sensitive 

new age guy) who assumes the role of the 
‘needy’ woman in this film genre.”

the big question that remains is that if 
manic pixie Dream girls exist in reality. 

is it even possible that such a fleeting 
character with no ultimate goal in life 
gets through today’s society, prancing 
around, performing unproductive activities 
of her own eclectic taste, picking up and 
changing the lives of awkward depressed 
males on the sidelines?

“it’s nice to indulge 
in fantasy once in a 
while, but she seems 
unreal,” says ashley 
hong, 19. “we need 
to come out of the 
theatre reminding 
ourselves that we’re 
back in reality, and 
if we want change in 
life we need to make 
it ourselves because 
that’s how it works.”

on the other hand, 
males seem to be less 
skeptical, choosing 
to believe they do 

exist, and are looking to find their very own 
summer finn. 

“it’s about the chase. she’s not a straight 
forward kind of girl and it takes effort to 
crack her up, plus she has dreamy eyes,” 
says muhd fahmy, 23. 

Keep scouting, because she might just be 
at the next corner you turn. 

“It’s about the 
chase. She’s not a 
straight forward 
kind of girl and it 
takes effort to crack 
her up, plus she has 
dreamy eyes,” says 
Muhd Fahmy, 23.

tShe’s got you high
(and you don’t even know yet)
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Retro reinvented
Ray-Ban Wayfarers
Designed in an era where glasses were made of thin metal frames, the ray-ban 
wayfarer stood out with its squarish design, plastic frames and thick arms. 

originally catered to men in the 1950s, it soon caught on with the women who fell 
in love with the design after holly golightly, played by audrey hepburn, of Breakfast 
at Tiffany’s sported them throughout the movie. 

Credited as one of the best selling sunglasses in history, the instant classic enjoyed 
a vast popularity amongst celebrities like michael Jackson and madonna in the 
1980s, especially after tom Cruise donned the iconic glasses in the 1983 classic 
Risky Business. 

after losing out to wraparound frames for over decade, the wayfarer finally made 
a comeback in 2000 when fashion icons like mary-Kate olsen brought the vintage 
shades back. it caused a shift in style for sunglasses, from small thin frames to 
larger, bug-eyed ones, with designer labels such as marc Jacobs and Kate spade 
starting to produce wayfarer-inspired pieces.

since then, the “new” wayfarer and folding wayfarer have been introduced as an 
evolution of the classic wayfarer to give a more modern feel. 

Polaroid Cameras
we have all experienced the thrill of shaking that rectangular piece of film to reveal 
your instant photo. 

however, it was not long ago that polaroids were in danger of becoming extinct.  the 
impact of editing programmes being able to replicate the vintage feel saw the polaroid 
Corporation announcing the discontinuation of its instant film products in 2008.

a group of polaroid enthusiasts bought over polaroid’s old machinery and factory to 
recreate the instant film products from scratch with the start of the “the impossible 
project” that same year. their new instant films are available for polaroid lovers via 
their website or their growing number of “impossible project spaces” worldwide.

lady gaga, who was appointed creative director, topped herself with the polaroid grey 
label line. the line, which has a three-item range, includes a spruced-up version of 
the iconic polaroid camera, offering digital and physical copies, and sunglasses that 
feature a built-in camera and have the ability to display photos on its lCD shades.

Coca-cola
in 1886, the creator of Coca-cola, John pemberton, claimed that it could cure 
addictions. fast forward to today, and most of us are addicted to the drink instead.
 
the drink was first sold at five cents a glass, during a time when belief was rife that 
carbonated water was beneficial to health.
 
this classic product of the american Dream has gone beyond conquering the world 
of carbonated drinks, in which they managed to chalk up years of bitter feud with 
pepsi, and effectively progressed to greener pastures.
 
from being involved in entertainment, with Ugly Betty-designed bottles, to having 
fashion designers like Karl lagerfeld and manalo blahnik produce special-edition 
bottles, Coca-Cola has reached an all-new high by producing Coca-Cola’s Clothings, 
a fun and trendy line right in tune with their image. released in brazil at the start 
of the year, you can be sure it’ll be spread around the world soon.

Pop culture icons come and go, but we celebrate the ones that have 
triumphed and improved through the test of time to become an integral part 
of our culture. By Justine chng
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You know times are changing when you can actually 
go to a bookstore and pick up a pornographic book 
based on the fairy tales you loved as a child.

such an incident almost happened in December 2010, when 
publishers had to recall a collection of translated brothers 
grimm fairy tale books in China after mistaking an erotic 
reinterpretation of the stories for the real, puerile thing.

among the recalled book’s contents was a re-imagining of 
the popular fairy tale, Snow White and The Seven Dwarves, 
with the prince falling in love with snow white’s corpse.

what lovely bedtime story material.

thanks to their commercial potential, fairy tales are no 
longer limited to the playpen, and instead, have been altered 
to appeal to a wider range of audiences as was seen with the 
recalled books in China.

it is a subtle trend that is most evident on the big screens, 
with an increasing number of films taking fairy tales and 
retrofitting them to fit popular cinema trends of the day, in a 
bid to appeal to a wider audience base.

locally based director Kevin sng, whom we spoke to, agreed 
that this was the case.

“in film, there are formulas that filmmakers follow to make 

their movies appeal to the general audience,” he explains.

expounding on his statement, the managing director of 
Kelvin sng productions pte ltd says, “fairy tale films 
have generally followed these formulas, but differentiate 
themselves by making various changes to the story line”.

Kelvin feels that this is down to the fact that today’s movie-
goer is more mature and dislikes wholesale rehashes of 
the fairy tales they are already familiar with - hence the 
filmmakers’ need to make tweaks.

one only has to look at some recent and upcoming fairy tale 
movies to gain a better understanding of this phenomenon.

take the recently released Tangled for example.

largely based on the fairy tale Rapunzel, the film jumped 
on the animated comedy bandwagon, which includes films 
like Despicable Me and Megamind, as such films are wildly 
popular with audiences, and by positioning itself within that 
genre, Tangled could only appeal to a greater crowd.

that aside, Tangled also made significant changes to the plot 
of the fairy tale it was based on.

in the movie, rapunzel (voiced by mandy moore) has been 
given much more spunk and character than the original ever 
evoked, and manages to take flynn rider (voiced by zachary 
levi), the kingdom’s most wanted bandit, hostage.
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then, instead of the lovey-dovey nightly rendezvous that 
rapunzel and her prince Charming have in the original fairy 
tale, the rapunzel of Tangled goes with flynn on an action-
packed, madcap adventure - a staple of animated comedies.

Beastly, an upcoming film based on the fairy tale, Beauty 
and The Beast, is yet another case study.

set in the present as opposed to the medieval era of the 
fairy tale that inspired it, Kyle Kingson (alex pettyfer) is a 
handsome but extremely arrogant young man, who seems 
to be living the life until he gets on the nerves of Kendra 
hilferty (mary-Kate olsen), an eccentric schoolmate who is a 
witch in disguise.

Kendra then places a curse on him, which renders his 
physical appearance grotesque, much like the beast from 
Beauty and the Beast.

to break the curse, Kyle has to find true love.  who should 
come along but his heart’s desire, linda taylor (vanessa 
hudgens), who is supposedly the beauty of this film.

lest you think these new breed of fairy tale films are all 
about love and sunshine, think again.

Red Riding Hood is an upcoming movie based on the all-
too-familiar Little Red Riding Hood fairy tale, which stars 
amanda seyfried as valerie, the girl in the scarlet cape.

if you were only half paying attention while watching the 
trailer, you could be forgiven for mistaking it to be the 
latest instalment of the Twilight series.

valerie and peter (shiloh fernandez) are star-crossed 
lovers who live in village terrorised by a werewolf and 
famed werewolf hunter, father solomon (gary oldman) 
warns that the wolf takes human form by day and could 
be any one.

this combination of adolescent love and supernatural 
in Twilight, and judging from Red Riding Hood’s trailer, 
director Catherine harwicke, who incidentally also 
helmed Twilight, seems to have borrowed those tried-
and-true elements that audiences love for the film. 
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these three films are prime examples of how fairy tales have 
been treated to appeal to the masses.

the filmmakers’ attempts seem to be working too, with 
average movie-goers whom we spoke to saying that the re-
vamped versions of their childhood fairy tales were much 
more realistic and believable.

“instead of the usual prince Charming and his white horse 
that we are used to, today’s fairy tale movies put a twist on 
the story and give modern day traits to the characters,” said 
alger Chua, 18.

the second-year logistics management student at ngee ann 
polytechnic felt that this made the films more relatable, and 
thus more attractive.

others, like vinna yip, 19, are glad that the films are not 
wholesale adaptations of the fairy tales.

“i think a few tweaks here and there would make the movie 
more attractive as a whole,” said vinna, who is reading law at 

the national University of singapore.

she adds, “adopting the fairy tales wholesale might result 
in a more boring film, as we are already familiar with the 
original fairy tale.” of course, there will be purists who 
argue that this reinvention ruins the fairy tales that the 
movies were based on.

Kelvin, however, says that because the films in question 
are “still based on the principles and fundamentals of the 
fairy tale”, they do not spoil the fairy tale.

“these films provide inspiration as to how far we can 
stretch the original story to fit the modern world,” 
says Kelvin.

with upcoming flicks like Beastly and Red Riding Hood set 
to hit cinemas in 2011, this trend of re-invented fairy tale 
movies sees no sign of dying down soon.

bring on the popcorn.
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if you’ve read the tale of little red riding hood, you might 
recall that because she ignored her mother’s warning to 
stay on the path, our crimson-caped little girl and her 
grandmother got eaten up by the big bad wolf.

retold over the centuries with various versions, the story 
starts off with little red riding hood setting off to visit 
her ailing grandmother, armed with cakes and wine 
for nourishment. she meets a wolf along the path and 
unwittingly divulges her destination to the cunning creature, 
thus putting her grandmother in danger. 

of course, the watered-down version of the story by brothers 
grimm reimagining has a happy ending, with a huntsman 
passing by and rescuing them from the wolf’s belly, and all 
ends well with little red riding hood promising to never 
leave the path again. 

our caped heroine, starring amanda seyfried (Letters to 
Juliet, Mamma Mia!) as valerie in the upcoming gothic 
thriller, red riding hood, however, isn’t so little. 

Directed by Catherine hardwicke (Twilight, Thirteen) and 
seemingly drawing inspiration from the darker versions of 
the fairytale, valerie is a young medieval woman who has 

fallen in love with a rebellious orphaned woodcutter, peter 
(shiloh fernandez from Skateland). 

much to their dismay, they discover that valerie’s parents 
have already arranged for her marriage to the well-bred son 
of a blacksmithing family, henry (max irons from Dorian 
Grey). the star-crossed couple plans their elopement, only to 
find that a werewolf that haunts the forest surrounding their 
village has murdered valerie’s older sister.

given the film’s combination of forbidden romance, love 
triangles and mystical creatures, you can be forgiven for 
thinking it to be a rehash of hardwicke’s Twilight. 

Don’t make the mistake of thinking the cast will be anything 
like that from the wimpy glittering vampire movie, however. 
with oscar-winner Julie Christie (Away From Her) playing a 
“sexy bohemian grandmother [who] lives outside the walled 
town in a cool tree house”, gary oldman (The Dark Knight, 
Harry Potter) starring as the famed werewolf hunter, father 
solomon, we’re expecting some pretty solid acting from 
these old-timers.

the film is also accompanied by the eerily haunting 
melodies of swedish electronic band, fever ray, as the 
increasingly volatile paranoia and fear of the villagers swirl 
to a maddening climax with our heroine chained to wooden 
stakes as an apparent sacrifice to the prowling predator… or 
perhaps, a test of her humanity.

“there’s a different kind of fear we’re hoping to deliver 
here,” said hardwicke in an online interview with 
entertainmentweekly.com in april 2010. 

we’re hoping you deliver on that promise too, hardwicke. 

Red Riding Hood is slated to hit the silver 
screens in 2011 on Mar 11.  

Film adaptations of best-selling books are a common sight in Hollywood today.  
HYPe brings you five books that will make their way to the big screen in the 
months to come. Grab them before they fly off the shelves.
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LisTeN To 
Your moTHer, 

mY DeAr
By Bryan Toh
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set in the districts of south london, 
London Boulevard is written by 
prolific crime author Ken bruen about 
mitchell, a toughened criminal who 
has just been released after doing 
three years of prison for assault.

inspired by the 1950 classic film noir, 
Sunset Boulevard (hence the name), 
mitchell intends to keep straight and 
narrow path, but is pulled back into 
his old way of life involving crime and 
violence when he meets billy norton, 
a former associate with schemes of 
violence and vengeance on the day of 
his release. 

wit, charm and some luck found him 
a job as a bodyguard at a mansion in 
holland park, where fading 60-year-
old actress lilian palmer lives. in the 
mansion, Jordan, the european butler 
with a mysterious background, greets 
mitchell suspiciously and a whole 
series of drama unfolds as people 
close to mitchell start getting hurt. 
Compelled to act, he finds himself in 
more trouble than before as ruthless 

and bloody scenes unwind.

from his style of writing, it is obvious 
that bruen is a huge fan of crime 
fiction, and constantly references and 
namedrops characters and quotes 
from real crime novelists such as 
James ellroy, John harvey and Charles 
willeford. 

it is no surprise that a book whose 
characters seem almost alive has been 
adapted into a movie. the upcoming 
crime film is directed by william 
monahan, an academy-award winning 
screenwriter who is more well known 
for his screenplays like The Departed, 
Kingdom of Heaven, and Body of Lies. 

however, in the upcoming adaptation, 
the script seems to have been adapted 
by Kiera Knightley instead of seeking 
out an actress more suitable for the 
sexagenarian lilian, like helen mirren, 
who would be more likely to pull off 
the role.

famous for her big screen roles like 

THe iNTriGue 
oF LoNDoN 
bouLeVArD
By lavinna Kaur

Pirates of the Caribbean and Pride and 
Prejudice, we wonder if Knightley will 
be able to pull off the young actress 
supposedly haunted by her fame and 
pursued relentlessly by the parparazzi.

Colin farrell, who’s starred in several 
action films like Daredevil, S.W.A.T and 
Minority Report, should have no troubles 
playing tough guy mitchell, apart from 
needing to shed his lovely irish accent for 
a “sauff landan” one. this would also be 
the first time the duo appears on screen 
together, so we’re not too sure if they’ll be 
able to pull off the on screen romance. 

legendary british film gangster ray 
winstone also makes an appearance as 
rob gant, the crime boss who has greater 
plans for mitchell beyond collecting debts. 

we’ll just have to wait and see if the film 
adaptation manages to pull off the solid 
job its book counterpart had delivered.

London Boulevard is set to be 
released on May 26.   
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VeNGeANCe –  
WiLD WesT 
sTYLe
By mark leong

at first glance, True Grit isn’t like your regular novel. rather 
than starting from the top with a detached, third-person 
narrative, True Grit is read completely from the first-person 
by the main “protagonist” of sorts, spinster mattie ross, a 
rather different woman for the roaring 1920’s, with more gut 
and grit than you’d expect from a far more timid age.

one of the main hooks for this book is mattie ross’s plain, 
frontier-woman styled form of narrative, which resounds with 
readers not only with its simplicity, but also its down-to-
earth, homely feel that was quite unlike the gun-slinging-
gung-ho cowboys of an old west novel. the 1969 film 
though, is the opposite, eschewing the narrative in favor of a 
simple depiction of mattie’s youth.

mattie ross (Kim Darby) is on a quest to avenge her father’s 
death at the hands of drifter tom Chaney, and to bring him 
to justice for a unforgivable crime, she enlists the help of 
marshall “rooster” Cogburn (John wayne) and texas ranger 
laboeuf (glen Campbell) to do just that.

as she trawls the desert hunting down Chaney, maggie 
learns much from her companions and antitheses laboeuf 
and “rooster” Cogburn, who come to value her as not only 
an ally, but as equals, going so far as to save her life at the 
very cusp of what looks to be a gruesome death.

the original film adapatation, however, splits screen-time 
between rooster and mattie, and depicts their relationship 
as a more reciprocal one in nature, particularly paying 
attention to the contrast that makes them a veritable motley 
crew – mattie, a prim, proper, dry-humored girl, versus 
rooster, an alcoholic, gun-swinging, shoot-first-think-later 
loose-cannon cowboy. what most fans will notice, however, 
is a distinctly lighter feel, missing the novel’s trademark dry 
humor and grim undertones.

with the Coen brothers, masterminds behind hits like No 
Country for Old Men and cult classic The Big Lebowski, 
behind this year’s adaptation, the movie promises to be a far 
more faithful adaptation than the 1969 film, as well as filled 
with dark-humour, much like the novel of its namesake. 

ethan Coen, half of the two-man pair directing the film, also 
commented that two of the biggest problems of the 1969 
adaptation, such as the lack of mattie ross’s future persona 
and the lack of the tough, hard-as-nails feel found in the 
book, will be addressed.

while paramount still retain the rights to this film, it looks 
like they’re pulling out all the stops on this one. 

Jeff bridges (Seabiscuit, Iron Man) takes on the role of 
one-eyed, no-nonsense, gun-toting marshall roster Cogburn 
while matt Damon (Saving Private Ryan, The Bourne 
Identity) and hailee steinfeld form the rest of the motley 
crew of True Grit, playing laboeuf and mattie respectively. 
meanwhile, tom Chaney, the ever present target of mattie’s 
blood hunt and common enemy of the trio will be played by 
none other than Josh brolin (In the Valley of Elah). 

we’re guessing this might just be one shoot out you don’t 
want to miss.

True Grit is slated to hit the big screens in 2011 
on Feb 17. 

THe iNTriGue 
oF LoNDoN 
bouLeVArD
By lavinna Kaur



ALL eYes  
oN Him

By Dawn lazaroo

in Water for Elephants, sara gruen’s third novel, the 
relationship between a lemonade-stealing elephant and a 
young man lies at the heart of a richly detailed tale that 
brings to life a travelling circus complete with toothless 
tigers, disgruntled dwarfs, and even a 400-pound fat lady 
named lovely lucinda.

a slight departure from her previous two books (both of 
which were about horses), her latest novel transports readers 
back in time to when Jacob Jankowski’s 23-year-old self  
unwittingly found himself part of a second-rate circus after 
the sudden death of his parents in a car accident. 

Just short of graduating with a veterinary degree from 
Cornell University, Jacob (played by robert pattinson) is 
given the dubious task of handling the circus animals under 
the guidance of the very charming but schizophrenic chief 
animal trainer, august (played by Christoph waltz). there 
is of course the prerequisite love interest, marlena (played 
by reese witherspoon), a dazzingly beautiful performer who 
just happens to be august’s wife.

instead of the familiar red-and-white big top and glittery 
acts most people are used to, gruen delves straight into 
the grittier stuff behind the scenes. the benzini brothers 
travelling Circus is full of secrets: the circus director uses 
underhanded means to attract more acts to join his stable 
of performers; unwanted workers are unceremoniously and 
discreetly thrown off the circus train in the middle of the 
night; and both animals and humans alike are not spared 
from abuse. 

a nasty tragedy occurs towards the end of the tale, but as 
the saying goes, “the show must go on”, and Jacob has to 
gather his wits to start anew. 

expect the rich details in the book to be translated on the 
silver screen as well, under the capable hands of director 
francis lawrence, who previously helmed movies such as 
I Am Legend. he should be no stranger to bringing the 
strange and wonderful to life, having directed the music 
video for lady gaga’s Bad Romance, which was nominated 
for a grammy award.

the movie also looks set to be an authentic portrayal of 
the travelling circus life in Depression-era america. one 
of the locations, a town in tennessee called Chattanooga, 
got an estimated $1 million boost to its economy during 
the movie’s production, as the filming involved the town’s 
vintage trains, tracks and beautiful landscapes.

it should also be interesting to see the chemistry unfold 
between robert pattinson and female lead actress 
reese witherspoon, given the 10-year age gap between 
them. witherspoon has reportedly said that pattinson is 
“extraordinarily attractive”, even going so far as to compare 

him with leonardo di Caprio from the Titanic-era. 

this also isn’t robert pattinson’s first time stepping out of 
his now iconic sparkling vegetarian vampire edward Cullen 
(of the famed Twilight saga) role which propelled him to 
dizzying fame. 
 
with some pretty decent acting in the indie flick How to Be, 
we’re hoping we’ll get to see another side of pattinson that 
isn’t constantly broody. even gruen herself says that he is 
“going to shine in this role”. 

will pattinson sparkle? we’re holding our breaths.

Water for Elephants is set to reach a cinema 
near you on Jul 7.
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different. for once, John has 
the chance to make a few new 
friends and fall in love. he is 
tired of running, and believes 
he has a fighting chance 
against his adversaries.

Understandably, John’s decision 
does not sit well with henri. his 
tumultuous relationship with 
his guardian evokes poignant 
sentiments of the struggles 
teenagers face to constantly 
define and redefine their 
relationship with their parents.

for what the novel lacks in 
character development, James frey and Jobie hughes more than 
make up for it with a heady cocktail of nonstop action, high 
school drama and teenage romance. 

the sequel, titled The Power of Six, will be available in June. 
but between then and now, fans of the lorien legacies can slake 
their thirst for all things “loric” on the silver screen adaptation. 

the film directed by D. J. Caruso (Disturbia, Eagle Eye) and 
produced by hollywood heavyweights michael bay (Transformers) 
and steven spielberg (War of the Worlds) through walt Disney 
studio to the tune of a budget of about Us$60 million promises 
to be an unforgettable action blockbuster. if the past movies of 
bay and spielberg are anything to go by, I Am Number Four will 
be replete with stunning special effects and epic fight scenes on 
a grandiose scale. 

Up-and-rising star alex pettyfer (Alex Rider: Stormbreaker, 
Beastly) takes on the role of the eponymously titled lead 
protagonist, and promises to breathe fresh appeal into the 
recently jaded superhero scene. Critically acclaimed Dianna 
agron (Quinn Fabray in Glee) stars as sarah hart.  

we are not betting against this movie being number one.

True Grit is slated to hit the big screens in 2011 on 
Feb 24. 

$60 miLLioN beT  
oN Numbers

By ng Jian yang

if you haven’t already heard of I Am Number Four by 
James frey (who wrote the new york times bestseller A 
Million Little Pieces) and Jobie hughes you will soon. 

written under the pseudonym pittacus lore in the first of 
their lorien legacies series, the novel for young adults  is 
slated for a movie release later this month and has been 
generating a fair bit of buzz, not least for its clever mash 
up of familiar plotlines, high-octane action, and easily 
accessible characters. 

the premise of the book is certainly intriguing. a group 
of aliens from lorien flee to earth after malevolent 
magadorians of the neighbouring planet, magador, invade 
their home planet and annihilate much of their species. 
not unlike superman, nine loric garde infants are placed 
on a spaceship and sent to live hidden among humans in a 
last-ditch effort to preserve the “loric” race. 

to give them a fighting chance against the villains, who 
pursue them still, a lorien elder places a charm on the 
nine children that makes them nigh invincible unless 
killed in an ascending numerical order, sequentially. the 
charm is broken if any of the children come into contact 
with each other.

each number has a “Cêpan” (guardian), who protects and 
guides the loric garde. one, two and three, have already 
been murdered, and number four, is next on the list.

number four - or John smith as he is known in the novel 
- is lightning fast on his feet, has jumping abilities that 
would leave bob beamon weeping in shame and of course, 
incredible strength.

John, and his Cêpan, henri, have been moving all over 
america to evade the mogadorians. he has always 
remained emotionally detached from these transitory 
places but the latest, paradise, ohio, threatens to be 
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Red tutu with one sleeve dress,  
M.B. Marshellina Rahardjo.  

Wire necklace, Blackmarket.

that girl in red
Red. The colour of passion and womanhood. It is 

believed that the red hood worn by Little Red Riding 
Hood symbolises her metamorphosis from innocent 

girl to alluring woman. 

“ Once upon a time, there 
was a dear little girl who 

was loved by everyone who 
looked at her, but most of all 

by her grandmother.”   
The Brothers Grimm.
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“And if there’s a beast in men, it 
meets its match in women too.”  

Mother, The Company of Wolves
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White blouse (worn underneath) and black geometrical dress, Max.Tan. Red sleeveless dress, 
La Belle. Gems cuff $89 and feather necklace $43, River Island. Ring $19, bangles set $29 and 

nude strap heels $159, Aldo.

Navy blazer. Furrmuse. Red tail vest, June Lim. Beige shorts and wire necklace, Blackmarket. 
Red tutu with one sleeve dress, M.B. Marshellina Rahardjo. Brown boots $189 and black 

wedges $169, Dr Martens.

“ I’d like to hold you if I could, but you 
might think I’m a big bad wolf so I won’t.” 

Lil’ Red Riding Hood, Sam the Sham & the Pharaohs



“What a tender young creature!”
The Wolf
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Red swirl dress with cape, Venezia Koh. Ornate balls necklace $59, River Island.

Red gradient cape, June Lim. Black drape dress $133 and gold chunky rock necklace $59, River Island. 
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GoNe Are THe DAYs WHeN FAsHioN WAs ALL AbouT THe 
eVer-CHANGiNG FADs THAT eVerYoNe HAs A HArD Time 
KeePiNG uP WiTH. LAviNNA KAUR DisCoVers THAT eCo-
FAsHioN’s THe NeW CrAze iN ToWN.  

Wearing the cause

Actually… you can 
save the earth too

F A S H I O N
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PhoToS CourTeSy of ACTuAlly ...

in the words of Coco Chanel, “fashion is not something that exists only in 
dresses. fashion is in the sky, in the street; fashion has to do with ideas, the 
way we live, what is happening.”

she just might have hit the nail on the head as eco-fashion, which involves 
reducing of the use of chemicals, the support of fair community trade and 
the use of recycled or organic fabric, looks set to change ideas and the way 
we live.

international fashion brands like topshop, zara and timberland have 
embarked on going green, with eco-friendly collections available seasonally.  
even celebrities like emma watson and natalie portman have launched 
their own eco-fashion lines.  

the green trend also seems to be sprouting in singapore. the workforce 
Development agency recently collaborated with the textile and fashion 
federation in a sustainable fashion seminar to encourage local fashion 
businesses to develop more eco-friendly business models. 

local fashion consumers are also becoming consciously eco-friendly. a 
recent survey of 1000 shoppers by the readers’ Digest showed that 75 per 
cent were willing to spend more for an eco-friendly product.

arveen sandhu, 22, a frequent shopper, claims, “i wouldn’t mind spending 
more for an eco-friendly product, if the design is nice. or else, i might look 
like lady gaga in a dress of cans!” 

One of the three stores in Asia that features Freitag bags 
is ‘Actually’, located at Seah Street.

These cult bags were created by a pair of Swiss 
brothers, Markus and Daniel Freitag, in 1993 using 
truck tarpaulin, old bicycle inner tubes and reused car 
seat belt webbing. 

Actually was founded in March 2006 by Paul Khor who, 
while travelling, discovered that there were not enough 
of such shops in Singapore. 

The brand was a success and there has been a steady 
sale over the years.  

Another eco-friendly brand you might find in Actually is 
A Question Of. The brand features a series of tee shirts 
made of African organic cotton and produced under fair 
trade working conditions. 

”In Singapore, the whole recycling thing isn’t as 
conscious as other countries like Korea or Japan,” says 
Dawn Lin, the merchandiser in Actually. She says the 
eco-fashion market in Singapore is rather niche but 
having a “good brand story” like Freitag might help in 
spreading the green message.
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Started in 2008 by Albert Ser, B-Diff features tote 
bags with high quality material that allows you to 
save the environment.

Explaining how the trend was initiated in Europe 
with people carrying their own shopping bags to 
supermarkets, Albert saw the opportunity to come up 
with designer tote bags.

“Our customers would be able to do their part 
in saving the Earth and at the same time carry a 
designer tote that represents their personality!”  
he says. 

In the past two years, B-Diff has released eight series 
and seen sales pick up with every series. 

“Singapore is still in the growing stage of eco-
fashion. So the focus now is to promote awareness 
in the market. Once consumers are aware of the 
benefits, it would be easier for eco-fashion to 
penetrate the mass market,” he says. 

Angelynn Tan, designer of Logo, a local eco-label 
launched in 2005, shares that the idea of starting an 
eco-fashion line sprung from a hobby. 

“I used to collect curtains from the 1960’s because of 
the prints and the materials they are made from. So I 
get a lot of inspiration from the materials,” she says. 

Her favourite collection is the eco-fibre collection, 
where she had women’s apparel made out of 
biodegradable bamboo fibre after she discovered the 
art of making a satiny cloth out of the material.

She admits, however, it was a challenge getting the 
“eco-fashion” word out, as it was hard to believe. Over 
the past year, the bamboo fibre collection proved a hit, 
as it was sold out.

Previously a fashion designer, she feels that 
eco-fashion is not a trend, but an awareness. 

“Singaporeans are supportive and trying to be part of 
the eco-friendly lifestyle. When they buy a garment, 
it’s just to buy a garment. It plays a small part when 
they are aware that there is eco-fashion going on.” 

Logo sets eco tone with 
bamboo fibre

B-Diff with eco 
fashion tote bags!
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uP CLose WiTH 
reAL PeoPLe
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hyPe talks honesty, in relationships 
and theatre, with actor Adrian Pang 
and his wife director Tracie Pang 
with their latest offering, Closer. By 
nathaniel ng and Taina Teravainen

it’s easy to fall in love, but the reality is 
that it’s just as easy to fall out of it. 

at the core, Closer explores the 
unhappy relationships of four people, 
the bad choices they make and the 
devastating consequences that seem 
inevitable.

actor adrian pang says, “people 
sometimes find themselves stuck in an 
unhappy relationship, where obviously 
there’s something deeply wrong, and 
they stay because it’s easier than to get 
yourself out of it.”

the patrick marber play marks the 
debut of pangdemonium!, the theatre 
company set up by actor adrian and his 
wife, tracie, who is also the director.

the main cast, apart from adrian, 
include tan Kheng hua, Keagan Kang 
and emma yong,

for most, knowledge of Closer extends 
only to the 2004 film starring natalie 
portman, Julia roberts, Jude law and 
Clive owen. Closer actually premiered 
as a stage play by in london in 1997 
and was subsequently adapted for 
the screen. with its lines having been 
referenced even in songs by fall out 
boy and panic! at the Disco.

when asked about the continuing 
appeal of Closer with its melodramatic, 
tragic nature, adrian says, “everyone 
likes to voyeuristically look at other 
people suffer. it’s slightly darker but 
also rooted in reality. we wanted it to 
be our next piece because it’s about 
real people and real relationships.”

adrian and tracie intend to open up a 
discussion among the audience  
with Closer.

“Just because it’s not talked about 
doesn’t mean it doesn’t happen,” 
tracie says, on the audience’s possible 
reaction to the risque topics Closer 
touches on, such as the blasé attitude 
towards infidelity. “people have affairs. 
Closer isn’t moralistic; it just tells  
the story.”

adrian adds that this is a play that 
requires some thought. one of his gripes 
is that theatre-goers often expect a 
good laugh or to be entertained by an 
extravaganza. 

“Closer isn’t one of them. it is not 
spectacle. it’s a story we wanted to 
tell. it’s about real people with real 
problems. in essence, it is about these 
people leading very desperate lives,”   
he says.

tracie and adrian both agree, albeit 
laughingly, that their tastes tend to veer 
toward the darker end of the spectrum. 
tracie’s personal favourite scene in 
Closer involves the simultaneous 
breakup of the two couples on stage, 
which she describes as a magical piece 
of writing.

“it’s not a pretty scene, but the  
dialogue is so real and it doesn’t at all 
feel scripted.” 

adrian finds the same “magic” within 
the play’s language. he says, “[it] is full 
of these succinctly put lines that are  
so true, that expose the human 
condition in very simple, beautifully 
simple lines like, ‘i don’t love you 
anymore. goodbye.’”

regarding their own relationship, 
however, adrian and tracie are both 
incredibly at ease. while most shy away 
from mixing business with personal 
relationships, this couple seems to 
have made this seemingly dangerous 
equation work.

pangdemonium!, referred to as their 
third child from a marriage of 15 years, 

has been kept simple, honest and open. 
their shared affinity for material that 
other theatre companies reject kick-
started their desire to claim ownership. 
“basically, to varying degrees, we’re 
both control freaks,” jokes adrian.

the most pressing challenge for 
pangdemonium!, as well as the rest 
of the theatre community, would be to 
maintain the quality audiences expect 
from theatre. 

“it’s been a huge learning curve for 
me,” says adrian about his shift from 
being on stage front to handling work 
behind-the-scenes. “tracie has been 
holding my hand through it all.” 
working under his wife has taught 
him to recognise his own flaws and 
deficiencies, and it is she who is there 
to rescue him at the end of the day. 

“we only argue about the small stuff 
now,” says tracie.

at the time of the interview, the pair 
was holding auditions for the musical 
spring awakening. as we wrapped up, 
adrian pontificated (with tongue firmly 
in cheek) about what they would like to 
see change in the local theatre scene.

“i would like to see more people in the 
audience,” says adrian, smirking. “and 
no coughers. Coughers should  
be banned.”

Closer runs from 17 Feb to 6 mar at 
Dbs Arts Centre. Tickets are available 
through sisTiC. For audiences aged 
18 and above only.

enjoy 50% off when you watch Closer 
with a friend and a student iD. 

PhoToS CourTeSy of PAngDemonIum!
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mACbeTH: sTiLL DArK 
& DeLiCious
AFTer suCCessFuL ProDuCTioNs oF 
sHAKesPeAre’s PLAYs, THe siNGAPore 
rePerTorY THeATre reTurNs WiTH mACbeTH, 
ForT CANNiNG sTYLe, rePorTs  KYLeNe Wu
what a perfect setting for murder and mayhem. imagine 
witches and apparitions joining you as you and friends 
prepare for a picnic. 

shakespeare’s poignant play about ambition, betrayal and 
the subtle workings of conscience, originally set in scotland, 
will be transported to fort Canning park. 

having previously tackled shakespeare’s famous comedies, 
the singapore repertory theatre (srt) will head in the 
opposite direction and present one of shakespeare’s major 
tragedies, macbeth, this year.

Charlotte nors, the executive director of srt, explains, “we 
hope to give audiences a new exciting experience with every 
shakespeare in the park. macbeth is such a powerful and 
potent play with themes that will resonate well with today’s 
audiences.”

local actor adrian pang, who will play macbeth, says 
outdoor theatre has its own unique set of challenges such 
as background noise and the huge space of the performance 
and audience area. 

he adds, “the performers have the extra challenge of 
playing to the person right at the very back of the audience, 
without compromising the integrity and nuance of the 
characters and story.” adrian jokes that to bring across the 
dark allure he will “get a tan and pout a lot”. 

to enhance the quality of the production, the srt has 
enlisted the help of director nikolai foster and award-
winning production designer morgan large who previously 
collaborated on flashdance in london.

mr foster describes the production as a “contemporary 
exploration of this bloody play”.

he says, “we are treating the play like a hollywood thriller. 
it will be a four-dimensional production, with sound, light, 
music and murder happening all around the audience. 
i don’t want to think of this as a revival of a play by 
shakespeare, but a new play.”

without giving away anything, mr foster only hints that this 
production might connect partially with singapore’s history, 
especially the military aspects of the play, with the setting 
being fort Canning park. however, he emphasises that the 
focus would be on the characters and the relationships 
between them.

“this is very much a domestic tragedy. it is the study of 
a very specific, violent and highly charged relationship 
between two people, their ambitions and how they achieve 
their desires.”

adrian adds, “it [macbeth] has such dark and dirty 
elements, all the magic and mysticism, and blood and guts, 
i love it.”

Tickets available from sisTiC.

Answer this question to win a pair of tickets:

When will shakespeare in the Park (Macbeth) in singapore be 
held until?

SRT’s intentionally ambiguous poster 
aims to leave it open to interpretation.

PhoTo CourTeSy of SIngAPore rePerATory TheATre
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MS EMiLy 
& MR HENG

various accomplished actors 
have played the role of the nonya 
matriarch with great aplomb. 
veteran actor Ivan heng is set to 
revive the role every decade, as 
lavinna Kaur finds out.

it was 10 years ago when ivan heng 
brought to life emily, the domineering 
and unforgettable nyonya, whom you’d 
love to hate. yet, she means more to 
him than ever.   

the allure of reprising the role of emily 
and the opportunity to one-up his past 
performance proved irresistable.

“ten years ago, when i did emily, i 
said to myself that i would do this role 
every 10 years. that was the plan. 
only because in this play, it’s such an 
interesting thing; she starts at the age 
of 14 to 84, in that span.”
 
ivan heng’s 2001 interpretation of 
the protagonist in stella Kon’s classic 
one-act play is still much admired and 
deemed to be “the emily of the new 
millennium”. 

eyes glistening with unshed tears, the 
man, who is clearly defined by his art, 
continues, “i mean, as an actor, i am 
my own instrument and i just thought 
that it would be a very interesting and 
enriching way to look at a role.”

he feels that acting empowers him 
to capture humanity. in a startling 
moment, he gazes out of the window 
for a long while, turns back and says, 

“i have four children; richard, Charles, 
edward, Doris.” it is a line from the 
play, of course.

he explains how single lines said by a 
good actor can tell an entire story. an 
audience can tell which of these four 
children is emily’s favourite, which is 
the problematic one and which she 
likes. richard, her favourite son, is 
someone ivan thinks today’s youth can 
relate to.

he adds that “his” role remains 
relevant despite having been previously 
played by seven actresses over almost 
three decades because it expresses 
universal concerns like the place of 
women in society. 

speaking affectionately about emily, 
he says that in a span of two and a 
half hours, the audience would see 
her switch roles from naive bride to 
controlling mother to grandmother. he 
describes this experience as “seeing the 
many facets of a diamond”. 

“we never get to see our mothers in 
that light. it’s only through photographs 
that you can guess, ‘what was my 
mother like when she was a young 
woman, what was she like when she 
was courting, what was she like when 
she was the belle of the ball?’”

getting into the psyche of emily is 
no mean feat for the thespian. ivan 
admits to investing all his time in gently 
immersing in the character by reading, 
surfing the web, eating in peranakan 
restaurants, going to the museums and 

talking to women. 

he also reveals that Emily of Emerald 
Hill would be set in a contemporary 
setting, so the audience, he adds, can 
look forward to loads of interaction and 
the multimedia projections incorporated 
by brian gothong tan.

“we’ve re-worked the seating. we’ve 
taken out the first five rows of the 
esplanade, so i’m in the lap of the 
audiences,” he whispers with a saucy 
wink. he likens this new production to 
a forum, where people from all walks of 
life and races and nationalities gather 
together onstage.

“you’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you will leave 
rolling in the aisles and crying in the 
dark with emily,” he declares.

EMILY OF EMERALD HILL
MAR  3 - 13
ESPLANADE THEATRE

Want a sneak peek into how this 
matriarch keeps a tight rein on her 
household? 

Answer this question:

Who stars as emily in emily of 
emerald Hill?

PhoTo CourTeSy of SIrIuS ArTS PTe lTD
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lion king for  
all seasons
The lion King musical, promises to be grandly different from the rest 
of the existing productions, will still thrill audiences of all ages. Put 
in another 10 words and all make it. By natalie Koh.

it has been around for 14 years, 
been seen by over 50 million people 
around the world, won over 70 major 
international theatre awards and it’s 
coming to town.

but it’s not going to be like any other 
Lion King musical, according to John 
stefanuik, the associate Director of the 
show. 

“whenever we create a production 
of The Lion King, it’s not a redo of 
previous productions or a copy of a 
copy of a copy,” he says. 

based on the 1994 Disney animated 
film, The Lion King musical makes its 
southeast asian debut at the sands 
theatre in marina bay sands in its full-
scale broadway grandeur – budgeted, 
designed and developed specifically for 
our theatre.

the musical has specific elements 
that will appeal to its southeast asian 
audience.  incorporated by director 

Julie taymor, certain parts of the show 
were inspired by indonesian art forms 
such as topeng (masked dance/drama) 
and wayang kulit (shadow puppetry). 

ms anne Quart, associate producer 
of Disney theatrical productions, 
shares, “the southeast asian audience 
will absolutely connect with these 
elements. the americans would, 
obviously, think they’re beautiful but 
the audience here would really be 
able to connect with their origins and 
history.”

even though The Lion King has been 
around for 14 years, being the eighth 
longest musical on broadway, mr 
stefanuik says that each production is 
different in its own way.

“each time, we have different 
actors who will bring their different 
experiences and stories to the show, 
giving a whole different quality to it,” 
he says.

this singapore production sees the 
largest variety of international artistes 
The Lion King has ever seen, which 
means that the production could be 
richer than any other.

“the story is universal, and then you 
have all the different people with 
different cultures bringing in their 
own stories into the picture. all the 
actors come from very rich cultural 
backgrounds proving that Lion King, 
as it has many many times before, 
transcends culture,” ms Quart says.

the actors are form all over the globe, 
with a majority from south africa and 
the rest from philippines, belgium, 
brazil and france, just to name a few.

“what i love about The Lion King is 
that it was created to appeal to a lot 
of different people. you have the love 
story for romantics, the father and son 
relationship to remind you of how it 
is like being a child and a parent, for 
example,” mr stefanuik says. 

PhoToS CourTeSy of BASe enTerTAInmenT ASIA
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GeTTiNG To KNoW simbA 
& FrieNDs... oNCe more
watch your Best friend forever (Bff), most 
cunning frenemy, that incessantly-preaching elder 
or the silently gallant friend in the story you grew 
up with, The lion King. By roxanne lim

if you’ve ever wondered why this story 
evokes such strong feelings of warmth 
and familiarity on mention, wonder no 
more with this character guide.

Mufassa, King of Pride Lands
regardless of the long hours we stay 
away from home, hanging out with 
friends and whiling our hours away, 
there will be that pang for a parental 
figure when you’re down. mufassa, 
who died saving his cub, is the 
epitome of the protection of a parent, 
and watching him chide simba gently 
for each of his misadventures is one 
of the highlights of this story.   

Simba, son of Mufassa
what is there not to love about 
simba? the cub, who is an 
adorable mix of reckless trouble and 
precocious innocence, is that cheeky 
childhood friend we know inside out, 
inevitably trouble-bound but well-
meaning at heart. told to remain in 
the area where “where the sun shines 
and not travel into the shadowed 
area” where the blood thirsty hyenas 
live, his curiosity gets the better of 
him, resulting in the climax of the 
story.

Rafiki (mandrill-baboon), the old and 
wise one of Pride Lands
most of us have that special 
grandparent who shields us from a 
livid parent, or offers kind, wise words 
when we have lost our way. rafiki 
is one such character. the wizened 
baboon, who blessed simba at his 
birth, is the king’s advisor and cares 
for simba like his own.

Timon (meerkat) & Pumbaa (warthog), 
Simba’s sidekicks
the outcast duo of the story, timon 
and pumbaa are the friends you 

wouldn’t bring to that posh social 
gathering, but who will be there to 
lift your spirits and lend a listening 
ear when you’re down.  their antics 
burgeon your mood and optimism 
and humour they radiate are an 
integral part of The Lion King.  

Shenzi, Banzai & Ed (spotted hyenas), 
loyal followers and minions of Scar
in every group of friends will exist 
the followers. whether lacking of 
minds of their own or influential 
power, they are content with their 
circumstances.  promised that they 
will “never go hungry again”, the 
spotted hyenas readily agree to 
help scar kill mufassa and simba 
despite having never been abused 
under his reign.

Scar, younger brother of Mufassa
scar is the wickedly ambitious 
colleague – be prepared for 
elaborate lies and scheming 
tactics just so he can get his way. 
mufassa’s brother and simba’s 
uncle, he disregards their blood 
ties and viciously leads his brother 
to his death, even attempting to 
lead simba to the hungry hyenas.  
however, as with all backstabbing 
characters, sit back in satisfaction 
as he comes to a bloody end.

zazu (red-billed hornbill), secretary 
to Mufassa
in the mad rush of various projects, 
where would you be without the 
help of these people, who, in 
their hysteria, have prepared 
material way in advance? tasked 
with protecting the kingdom to 
babysitting simba, watch zazu flap 
in agitation as mufassa’a trusty aide 
whilst efficiently coming out on top.

PhoTo By: JoAn mArKuS
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with a dizzying amount of new artistes and albums invading the music scene, it takes the creative 
edge to stand out (think lady gaga) in order to grab the eyeballs. Dawn lazaroo looks at 5 albums with 
quirky covers that set them apart from the rest on the shelves. 

pouring the heart out about Terrible Things
Artiste: Terrible Things

a young boy and girl sit back, relax and enjoy their little tea party, a picture of serenity, while a raging fire engulfs a dollhouse 
right beside them. this sinister concept is a nod to the dark tone of the album. terrible things is rather personal, with lead 
guitarist and vocalist fred mascherino pouring his heart out about the fires that once ravaged his hometown in pennsylvania. 
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sex sells in Hands All Over
Artiste: Maroon 5

sex sells, and this alluring image of a naked woman in bed 
would make anyone do a double take. in a very literal take 
on the album title, she has an extra pair of hands around 
her. photographer rosie hardy says it represents the sadness 
of leaving someone behind, but could be open to “so many 
different” interpretations, just like the music of maroon 5.

horsing around Under the Iron Sea
Artiste: Keane

artist sanna annukka used horses as a symbol of “coping 
under difficult circumstances” in this dark album cover. 
the imagery of horses as waves in the sea brings to life the 
“sinister fairytale-world-gone-wrong” feeling that Keane 
frontman tom Chaplin says is evident in most songs on  
the album.

sugar-sweet Teenage Dream
Artiste: Katy Perry

painted, ironically, by a guy named will Cotton, this 
confection of cotton candy clouds is both sugar-sweet and 
provocative at the same time. he also brought the candy 
theme to life on the set of Katy perry’s “California gurls” 
music video. “i wanted to go out with a bang for people to 
remember this,” says Katy. who could forget such a vision? 

exploring personalities in Bionic
Artiste: Christina Aguilera

in Bionic, Christina aguilera explores different sides of 
herself – resulting in an album cover where half of her face 
is covered with strange, metallic parts. the fake-looking pair 
of lips planted on her face could be a sign of how little her 
vocal talents matter here – the album has been criticised by 
rolling stone magazine for the overuse of auto-tune.
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meals 
   on tracks

Being a teenager is not easy, we know. In between school, work 
and keeping up with our social lives, very little time is left to 
actually sit down at a table and have a good meal. But don’t 
worry, with the expansion and renovation of our mass rapid 
Transit system going on, our train stations have been upgraded 
to become a quick solution to those who can only afford to 
spend five minutes on meals.

PhoToS: gerAlDIne lee
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open 24 hours a day, seven days a week and boasting 40,000 square metres of 
commercial space stretched across four terminals, Changi Airport is more than 
just a landing area for tourists or a stopover during transit flights. equipped 
with amenities for almost every need, it is no wonder that news reports of 
people channeling Tom hanks in The Terminal spring up from time to time.  
By sopHie Hong

you may not have the time to stop and 
stare, but you can always make time for 
a cup of frozen yoghurt and unlimited 
usage of an ipad. yoghurt plus is the 
latest addition to the horde of frozen 
yoghurt shops that are mushrooming all 
over the nation, with nothing new to offer 
in terms of product – it’s just yoghurt 
with the usual toppings after all. 

the main star of the show here would be 
their 10 ipad kiosks, that customers are 
entitled to use for an unlimited period of 
time with every purchase. applications 
for newspapers such as the new york 
times are already downloaded onto the 
device, so customers can catch up on 
current affairs as they eat while those 
with time to kill can occupy themselves 
for a good hour or so with games such as 
Doodle screw and air hockey. 

besides the original Flavour yoghurt 
which carries the healthier Choice logo 
from the health promotion board, the 
shop also offers a Special Flavour of 
the day, which includes raspberry and 
chocolate (we hear that it is a  
hot flavour). 

their cups come in three different 
sizes, small (4oz), 
medium (8oz) and 
large (10oz), at 
$3.20, $5.20 and 
$6.40 respectively. 
it costs an extra $1 
to add a topping, 
$1.50 for two 
toppings and $1.80 
for three.

YoGHurT PLus
Where: Terminal 2 (Arrival meeting Hall), #016-
008, Level 2
When: 24 hours daily

FAsT PLANes & FAsT FooD
rouND THe CLoCK
changi airport - terminals 1 & 2
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ruYi
Where: Terminal 1 (Departure/Check-in Hall east), #021-034, Level 2
When: 24 hours daily

fast food and Chinese food are hardly ever mentioned in the same breath, but 
people might start associating the two with tung lok group’s latest venture, ruyi. 

Developed by the brains behind lao beijing and my humble house, its menu 
consists of traditional Chinese fare such as fried rice, noodles, soup and dimsum. 

there is no difference if you choose to dine in or takeaway here, as items are 
served in fuss-free containers and eaten with disposable utensils. 

an interesting dish is dumplings with Tomato and Egg Soup ($6.20). although 
the unusual combination might raise a few eyebrows, the tangy soup 
complements the poached minced pork in a surprisingly delightful way that 
will tantalise even the pickiest of tastebuds. 

the true measure of a dumpling lies in its skin, and while ruyi’s dumplings 
may not be delicately translucent or paper-thin, it is a modest offering that 

reflects its equally modest price. rather reasonable, we think. 

another dish worthy of mention is the zha jiang mian or Stewed Minced Pork 
Noodles ($6.90) that comes with a generous serving of meat and freshly 
shredded onions. the fun part is mixing the ingredients, so remember to give 
it your best swirl! 

for a set meal, just add on $2.50 to any main dish order for a drink and dessert.

KeDAi Kue Kue
Where: Terminal 2 (Departure/Check-in Hall), 
#026-034, Level 2
When: Daily from 7 am to 11 pm
Tel: 6214 0020

the first thing that greets you when 
you step into this quaint little 
kueh shop is the colourful array of 
traditional indonesian desserts and 
sweets on display. they taste as good 
as they looked too, judging by how 
the company has been supplying 
their kuehs to various hotels and 
establishments such as mandarin 
oriental, hilton singapore and 
shangri-la hotel.

practically everything that they offer 
here are available in small and easy-
to-eat portions, but we recommend 
the pink and white Kueh Bandung 
($0.70 per piece) to inject a vibrant 
splash of colour to any lunchbox.

to complete the authentic indonesian 
gourmet experience, wash the desserts 
down with a packet of Teh Botol ($2), 
a favourite tea beverage among many 
indonesians. although a little on the 
pricey side, they are one of the few 
retailers here that sells it.

the kuehs go for half of 
its original price after 
8 pm every monday to 
friday but is subjected 
to availability, so do call 
to check first to prevent 
making a wasted trip.
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GreeN PumPKiN JAPANese bAKerY
Where: nex, 23 serangoon Central, #b1-80
When: open from 7 am to 10 pm daily
Tel: 6634 7437
Website: http://www.greenpumpkin.com.sg

with its huge green pumpkin-shaped lampshade displayed at the storefront, green 
pumpkin Japanese bakery, located within the Japanese food street (shokutsu 
10) in the mall, is easily noticeable from afar.

the bakery serves up freshly baked breads and cakes with 
chewy textures and unique flavours. its signature bread, 
the Green Pumpkin bun ($1.60), is an adorable confection 
decorated to look like a real pumpkin. the bun is a 
perfect balance of a lightly sweet green tea exterior, 
and a flavourful filling with generous pumpkin chunks.

true to its name, most buns in the bakery are either 
green in colour or include pumpkin prominently in 
their recipe. those who prefer other flavours will not 
be disappointed though, as there are alternatives such 
as the Ham and Potato bun ($1.30) and the Sakura cake 
($6.30), a cherry-blossom butter cream cake.

recently opened to much fanfare, nex, Singapore’s first heartland 
mall, boasts too many firsts to name, including the Skygarden, a 
hub that offers Singapore’s first dog park within a mall, and new 
franchises brought to Singapore for the very first time. with close to 
100 food outlets, commuters on the north-east line and the newer 
Circle line will be spoilt for choice whether they want to sit down for 
a nice meal at the end of the day or grab a quick bite on the way to 
work. By DaWn laZaroo

NeX uP, JusT FAbuLous FirsTs
Serangoon - nex mall
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NAN XiANG eXPress
Where: nex, 23 serangoon Central, #03-K17 
When: open from 11.30 am to 10 pm daily
Tel: 6634 4833
Website: http://www.nanxiang.com.sg

think of xiao long bao and the first thing that comes to your mind would probably 
be the dish being served to you hot in a bamboo steamer in a Chinese restaurant 
setting, not a white takeaway box from a kiosk. 

however, for those pressed for time, nan Xiang express, the first kiosk concept 
for the internationally-established nan Xiang steamed bun restaurant chain 
from shanghai, provides the chance to enjoy shanghainese favourites on the go. 
Despite the express nature of the food, quality is not compromised as chefs make 
the food on the spot behind a glass-walled counter.

the Fresh Pork Xiao Long Bao ($5.50 for 6), their signature dish, is certainly worth 
a try, while the Shanghai Pan-fried Pork Bun ($3.80 for 3), served with vinegar and 
ginger, is a more filling option. there are also sweeter dishes such as yam Pastry 
with Sesame and Sweet Bean Paste Pastry (both $1.30 per piece).

FresHNess burGer
Where: nex, 23 serangoon Central, 
#b2-48/49
When: open from 10 am to 10 pm on 
mondays to Fridays, 10 am to 10.30 pm 
on saturdays and sundays
Tel: 6634 4439
Website: http://freshnessburger.com.sg

freshness burger finally arrived on 
singapore shores last December, 
satisfying many fans who had 
been raving about and eagerly 
awaiting the arrival of this 
Japanese burger chain locally. 

as a burger joint that prides 
itself on providing food of the 
freshest quality, all their burgers 
are made-to-order. their buns are 
also made with pumpkin to give 
them a natural yellow colour. the 
Classic Burger ($5.90), which 
consists of a juicy beef patty 
and is piled with onions, tomato 
and lettuce, is a must-try as it 
manages be satisfying as a meal 
yet refreshingly light.

for something sweeter, try the 
Popover ($3.30), a pillowy bun 
that comes with cream cheese on 
the side. served warm, the cream-
puff-like roll melts easily on the 
tongue and is a perfect way to end 
your meal.

GLACious
Where: Nex mall, 23 serangoon Central, #b2-57
When: open from dawn, right till the cows come home! (10am to 10pm on mondays to Fridays, 
10am to 10.30pm on saturdays and sundays)
Tel: 9834 3390
Website: http://www.glacious.com.sg

yet another chain is hopping on the frozen yoghurt bandwagon. this outlet of 
glacious promises “pure delight, zero decadence” - their frozen yoghurt is 99 
percent fat free, which would certainly appeal to weight-watchers. 

perhaps that is the reason why their yoghurt ($0.30 per 10 grams) tastes much 
less creamy than the usual variety you’d find at more established chains such as 
frolick. while the slightly sorbet-like consistency of the yoghurt may not please 
everyone, the yoghurt is nevertheless smooth and fresh. glacious also offers a 
huge variety of toppings, from the usual rainbow sprinkles and m&m’s to healthier 
options such as fresh fruits. 

the store operates on a self-serve concept, where you pick a cup, dispense the 
yoghurt, and add the toppings on your own. flavours include blueberry, mango, 
and original; however, we feel the original flavour complements the toppings best. 

Serangoon - nex mall



when the Circle line opened in April 2010, Dhoby ghuat not only 
became the largest mrT station in Singapore, but also a major 
interchange station connected by three lines five levels deep – the 
north South line, north east line and the Circle line. 

A vital nexus point with 24 years of history, the station, literally 
translated as “washerman’s place” in hindi, is located right next to 
Plaza Singapura, where all manner of food, fashion and shopping are 
available. ilable. By geralDine lee

DHobY sure HAs GHAuT iT ALL

sAYboNs bY FreNCH FACTorY 
Where: Plaza singapura, 68 orchard road, 
#b2-32. 
When: open from 9 am to 10 pm on mondays 
to Fridays, 11 am to 10 pm on saturdays and 
sundays. 
Tel: 6884 9018 
Website: http://www.saybons.com

run by a le Cordon bleu-trained 
owner and executive chef, Daphane 
loke, 32, this no-frills café, saybons, 
serves “simple, fuss-free and 
delicious” french cuisine accessible at 
affordable prices. 

inspired by the french phrase “C’est 
bon”, which translates to “it’s good”, 
the café sells a variety of french foods 
such as bread, soup, crepes and the 
ever-famous escargots.

if you’re pressed for time and looking 
for a quick bite, try the Salmon, 
onion & Cheese crepe ($5.90), a top 
favourite with patrons, thanks to its 
yummy combination of smoked salmon 
and onions topped with cheese and 
wrapped in an eggy, stretchy pancake 
that somehow manages to be both firm 
yet tender. 

we also like the Mushroom & Cheese 
crepe ($4.20). Crispy on the outside 
and soft on the inside, the crepe 
is stuffed with delicious sautéed 
mushrooms and gooey melted cheese. 
they come in sturdy triangular 
cardboard sleeves, and are great if 
you’re in a rush. be swift, though, 
because sometimes the fillings run out 
before the day ends.

for those looking for something more 
substantial, there is also the option 
of upgrading to a combo meal. for 
$3.50, you get the bread combo, 
which comes with four pieces of bread 
and a choice of chips, fruits or an iced 
lemon tea. for a dollar more at $4.50, 

the soup combo comes with a 
regular sized soup with similar 
options. 

however, if you have time to 
take a breather, get the baked 
escargots. the Garlic Herb 
Escargots ($7.50) are extremely 
fragrant and comes with a 
basket of bread that you can 
use to soak up the juices in the 
ceramic pan that left us craving 
for more. 

these chewy morsels of snails are 
baked for about 10 minutes in the 
oven before being served, and come 
in half dozens ($7.50 to $9) in six 
different flavours – garlic herb, blue 
Cheese, pesto 
parmesan, 
tomato 
relish, 
mushroom 
Duxelle 
and french 
onion. 

dhoby ghaut - plaza singapura
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GoNG CHA 
Where: Plaza singapura, 68 orchard road, #01-K1. 
When: open from 9 am to 10 pm on mondays to Fridays, 11 am to 10 pm on saturdays and sundays. 
Website: http://www.gong-cha.com

we gave in when we came to this one. while it may be one of the few gourmet drink shops 
from the newly revived bubble tea fad, gong Cha can certainly put the milk in milk teas when it 
comes to their signature drink, the Gong Cha Alisan Milk Tea ($2.50).

Unlike other bubble tea shops, they make the milk tea by adding the foamy milk on top after 
the tea is brewed, instead of blending the brew together. this gives the drink a creamier texture 
that lingers in the mouth for a long time afterwards.

other favourite to try is the Earl Grey Milk Tea with 3JS ($3.60). that might sound a bit dubious, 
but the 3Js really just refers to the killer combo of herbal jelly, pudding and pearls in addition 
to the original Earl Grey Milk Tea ($2.40).

if you don’t already know, the bratwurst shop (located 
next to Chippys) is related to the famous bratwurst shop 
from melbourne in Queen’s victoria market, and is the only 
franchised store in singapore.

we got the Swiss Cheese Pork sausage topped with Mushroom 
& Cheese filling for $6.50. the casing has a nice bite to it, 
and cheese practically oozes out from the specially made 
sausage with every other bite. the bread is firm and crispy, 
holding its shape without turning soggy, which is a big plus. 

prices range from $5.50 to $7.50, depending on the 
type of bratwurst and filling you pick. with nine types of 
sausages and six kinds of fillings available, ranging from 
the beer bratwurst to the spicy italian sausage, with 
toppings like bacon & Cheese to the Chilli beef, there are 
no limits to the different meal combinations you can make.

if your appetite’s only just been whetted, you can upgrade 
your meal to a Combo set for just $2.90, which includes a 
drink and a choice of fries, chips or a hearty minestrone soup.

brATWursT sHoP
Where: Plaza singapura, 68 orchard road, #b2-39. 
When: open from 8.30 am to 9.30 pm from sundays to Thursdays, 8.30 
am to 11 pm on Fridays and saturdays
Tel: 6884 4093

dhoby ghaut - plaza singapura
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they’re small, cute and colourful, and hot in demand 
everywhere. with their wide range of flavours and the 
simplicity of customising them, cupcakes have taken over 
singapore by storm, and out of the 100 youths polled by 
hype, 80  agreed that cupcakes were the hottest new thing 
in town. 

“Cupcakes fit right into the ‘me’ culture, where people want 
things specially customized to the individual,” says maria 
wilson, 21, owner and founder of whips Cupcakes. 

“in addition, it is a more convenient alternative as compared 
to a regular cake at parties, as you can forget about the 
hassle of cutting and serving a slice of cake on a plate 
with a fork. the host can also choose a variety of flavours, 
such as a combination of chocolate, strawberry and coffee 
flavoured cupcakes, instead of a single flavoured cake, like 
vanilla.”

maria was influenced by the cupcake culture when she was 
studying in the United states. her passion for cupcakes 
made her start out her very own business, whips Cupcakes, 
last year, which is doing very well at the moment. 

another possible reason for the trend could probably be 
attributed to tumblr, a popular micro-blogging platform 
notable for the photos of food, fashion and fails uploaded 
daily by users – which are then reblogged by millions more. 

“i honestly think it’s tumblr and the droolworthy pictures 
appearing in the news feed non-stop that started out this 
trend,” says leow yi ning, 20, a final-year ngee ann 
polytechnic student who frequents tumblr everyday.

word of mouth also plays a part, she says. “sometimes when 
we attend a party and see cupcakes specially ordered to 
complement the occasion, we tend to get pretty excited. it 
makes you feel like baking a cupcake just for fun.” although 
yi ning isn’t an avid baker, her friends are and they often 
bring their creations to school to share it with her. 

just ‘me’ in 

a cupcake
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Say goodbye to plain old vanilla cakes for your 

birthday parties and say hello to  bite-sized 

cupcakes topped with rainbow rice instead. 

phoenix leow and roxanne lim check out 

the hot new thing in town.
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as interest in cupcakes escalate to a whole new level, so does creativity! here are the coolest and geekiest.

PERIODIC TABLE
this periodic table is edible, never 
mind the elements.

Created by Jennifer mcCafferty of 
Jpm Catering, it was invented to 
celebrated the first anniversary of the 
museum at the Chemical heritage 
foundation. 

even geeks need some sugar love too.

iPhone Cupcake
this was the winning entry for the 
2008 Cupcake Decorating Competition 
held in the cupcake central of the 
world, new york City, United states.

made by nick and Danielle bilton, 
this iphone cupcake set sure looks 
functional and very edible. get us one 
right now, we say! 

Wedding cupcakes
leong Kok yuen decided to propose 
to his future wife by the beach with 
flowers, photographers and cupcakes 
inspired by the movie Up.

it took eunice from dolace.swaymyway.
com a month to plan the project, but 
baking it finished in 90 minutes. and 
if you can guess, yes, she said yes. 

valerie teong, an anderson Junior Collage graduate, says, “i 
have seen mouthwatering cupcake pictures everywhere on 
tumblr, facebook and even google images. they all look so 
pretty that it makes me want to learn to bake!”

the relative small size of a cupcake as compared to a 
conventional cake also allows room for creativity by the 
baker.

“i won’t be able to finish decorating a whole cake because 
it’s so big, i will get bored of it pretty easily. Unlike 
cupcakes, i can vary my decoration on individual pieces. 
besides, the “cute” look of the cupcake motivates me 
to finish the whole batch,” explains michele lee, 28, a 
financial consultant who enjoys baking as a hobby.

besides the above reasons, the fact that the attractive 
appearance of these little creations do draw attention of 
potential buyers, enticing them to purchase a dozen or two.

says managing Director of Delcie’s Desserts, Delcie lam, 
26, “During family road shows, our cupcakes are always 
the star of attraction for the kids. they would come to 
our booth and mingle around to admire our cupcakes 
with their fingers pointing at the cakes and asking 
mummy to buy them!”

Despite the aforementioned reasons, some 
say that they would still pick cakes anytime 
over cupcakes.

 

technology-inspired designs

“Cupcakes are too sweet and small to satisfy my appetitie. i 
need something more satisfying to fill me up,” says thomas 
Chen, 29, an it consultant.

will this be yet another bubble tea fad, which 
boomed in the last decade only to crash and 
burn? only time will tell, but for Cherry goh, 
17, first-year ngee ann polytechnic 
student, “the trend will go on 
until technology slows down, and 
as for me, i’m not giving up my 
cupcakes anytime soon.” 
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food to save the earth
70% of global freshwater 
and 19% of global 
greenhouse gas emissions 
can be traced back to 
animal products. sylvia 
Koh combs the city for 
vegan outlets, while Taina 
Teravainen goes through a 
three-day vegan challenge.

First thoughts:

going vegan hasn’t exactly 
been imperative for me as 
there is nothing that motivates 
me to do so, be it the ailing 
environment or support for 
animal rights.  it was with 
slight trepidation that i took 
up this challenge.

Breakfast - (10am) 
Nature Valley Cinnamon 
Granola bar, available at 
all major supermarkets
i had to forgo my favourite 
fruit and nut bar as it was 
held together by honey.  the 
whole grain rolled oats and 
rice crisps marked my first 
meal as a three-day vegan. it 
was biscuit-like and a bit dry 
but was sweet and managed to 
perk me up. 

Lunch -  (12pm) Subway: 
Veggie Patty Parmesan 
Oregano 6-inch Sandwich 
- $6.50
i decided on a veggie patty 
sandwich from subway 
(google search reveals that i 
was foiled all along – subway’s 

day 2:

veggie patty contains egg whites). 
before it was my turn, i was suddenly 
seized by panic. Does bread contain 
milk? when i was brusquely told to 
keep the queue moving, i blurted out 
my usual: parmesan oregano bread. 
lunch was a failure, but a tasty one.

Dinner - (8pm) Veganburg: Char-
Grilled Satay burger ($6.85) and 
Vegan Franks ($3.80)
this meal was extremely filling and the 
fact that it was a burger made me forget 
that there was no meat involved.  sure, 
there was a slightly chewy texture to the 
vegan franks but the rich peanut sauce 
slathered over the patty was perfect.

Breakfast -  (11am) A cup of 
watermelon and grapes
i badly 
wanted 
to fry up 
some vegan 
pancakes, 
but i was too 
lazy to go out 
for soymilk.

Lunch - 
(3.30pm) 
Loving Hut: Sweet Sour Nuggets 
with brown rice and soup ($5.80)
the food was comforting and the 
“meat”, while slightly crunchy, was on 
par with what you’d find at any zichar. 
the sauce was sweet but not overly so 
and the clear soup was a tasty mix of 
carrot and corn.

day 3:

Dinner - (10pm) Porridge ($1.20), 
Mixed vegetables -mushrooms, 
carrots, corn and bok choy- and 
tofu in vegetarian oyster sauce 
($12), Fried Tofu squares in salt 
and pepper ($5)
i ventured out with my friend elise, but 
we found our choices very limited as 
everything was closed. we found the 
24-hour old hong Kong tea house (86 
east Coast road #01-09/10 Katong 
village, tel: 6345 1932), but our 
extreme hunger resulted us ordering 
$40 worth of food. i think i was trying 
to compensate for how my lunch had 
left my stomach gurgling a mere two 
hours later. the porridge had a thick 
consistency and i didn’t even have to 
ladle in soya sauce like i usually do.
 

Lunch - (3pm) LivinGreens: 
LivinGreens Lasagna ($8.50)
i was impressed with how creamy 
the lasagna tasted, being dairy-free. 
mushrooms were layered in between 
the sheets of pasta and tomato paste. 
however, it was still rather light for me. 
i was really craving something more 
substantial, as the lack of protein was 
getting to me.

Dinner - (8pm) Genesis: 7 Layer 
Haystack ($7.90)
i love mexican food so this was 
heavenly. i didn’t even mind the 
absence of meat in my food – the 
tortilla chips, mexican rice, lettuce and 
black beans worked perfectly together. 
the chips provided a crunchy texture 
and the herbs in the rice were tasty 
without being overpowering.

Final verdict:

taina maintains her position that she 
would readily become vegan if she had 
a personal chef. she’s now more aware 
of the existence of vegan restaurants in 
singapore, but making the transition 
to being fully vegan sounds way 
more involved than what her current 
dedication level is at.

day 1:
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food to save the earth veganburg 

Cost: $8 - $12/person
address: 44 Jalan eunos, singapore 
419502
opening hours: Daily from 11 am to 
10 pm
Contact: 6844 6868

this young and eco-friendly fast food 
joint is a must-try. among the quirky 
fare is the odd but delicious hawaiian 
pineapple burger ($6.85). the juicy 
chunk of pineapple bursts in your 
mouth to colour the nut-filled bread 
and soya patty with distinct zing. 

Loving Hut

Cost: $6 - $11/person
address: suntec City mall tower 2, 
sky garden, #03-016
opening hours: 11am-10pm daily
Contact: 6238 6755
this inexpensive eatery serves up 
innovative and appetising asian 
dishes. the au lac pho ($4.80) is 
deeply aromatic and calming to the 
senses and the fragrant lemongrass 
Curry rice set ($5.80) could rival any 
food court’s.

LivinGreens

Cost: $13 - $15/person
address: 325 beach road, singa-
pore 199559
opening hours: 11:00 am to 20:30 
pm (mon - sat), Closed on sundays
Contact: 6396 5523

livingreens is an authentic vegan 
restaurant that uses an assembly of 
wholesome ingredients to make up 
the most surprising vegan alter-
natives. the simple ingredients 
potatoes, tomatoes, carrots, mush-
room, and fresh herbs) used in the 
shepherd’s pie ($8.00) belies the 
intensely rich flavours produced. 

Genesis

Cost: $9 - $14/persons
address: 1, lorong telok, singapore 
049014
opening hours: mondays to thurs-
days, 8am - 8pm
fridays and sundays 8am - 3pm
Closed on saturdays and public 
holidays
Contact: 6438 7118

this homely vegan outfit offers an 
uncommon mix of delicious asian 
and western cuisine, from or-
ganic mee sua to almond basil. the 
claypot rice ($6.50) is a favourite 
despite the simple ingredients. 
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you may not have the budget of hollywood 
stars, but Michelle ng shows you how 
the cheaper alternative to highly coveted 
fashion items can still help you stay trendy 
without hurting your pocket.

sTYLe
smArT

ANGeL WiNG riNG

every girl needs jewellery that makes a statement. with a 
contrast colour stone detail set in gold, this highly coveted 
statement angel wing design ring by CC skye, made famous 
by socialite nicole richie, is bound to dress up any outfit and 
make you stand out among the crowd.

Lust: CC Skye Gold Crystal 
Angel Wing Ring, $295

Must: Miss Selfridge Angel 
Wing Knuckle duster Ring, $17

this similarly designed ring available in silver retails for only 
a fraction of the price - without the pretty crystals. yet it still 
gives you a splash of style and is a good adaptation, 
design-wise. 

TAN sATCHeL bAG

the roomy schoolbook bag highly favoured by mary-Kate 
oslen, Jessica alba and leighton meester is designed 
so you can lug all your essentials around. price aside, 
you won’t be able to keep your hands off the luxurious 
buttery-leather texture of the satchel.

Lust: Proenza Schouler PS1 
Large leather satchel $2,615

ignore the fact the pushlock 
and texture are different from 
the proenza schouler satchel, 
and this equally roomy topshop 
replica can almost pass off as an 
identical twin, still exuding the 
same preppy cool vibe as its more 
luxurious counterpart.

Must: Topshop Large Leather 
Pushlock Satchel, $185

bLACK sueDe WeDGes

black shoes, with their classic simplicity, are heaven-sent. put 
it on a wedge and we’re totally sold, as ashley tisdale shows. 
this pair from Jeffrey Campbell comes with a black zip and its 
4-inch wedge heel is balanced with a 1-inch platform in front.

Lust: Jeffrey Campbell 
Ninetynine Black Suede, $140

Must: Forever 21 Suedette 
Wedge dress Shoes, $34

also made in suede, this 
pair from forever 21 has a 
tie-up front instead. with a 
slightly higher wedge heel 
of 4.5-inch, the comfort 
level of the shoes is 
questionable though. 

CANVAs boAT sHoe

with boat shoes now the 
norm for city slickers, 
even for extra sleek actor 
ed westwick, the shoes 
owe their laidback vibe to 
the hand-sewn moccasin 
and traditional detail like 
its leather laces.

Lust: Sperry Top-Sider 
‘Authentic original’ 
Canvas Boat Shoe, 
$90

Must: vans ‘zapato del Barco’ 
Sneaker, $55

essentially a sneaker, it has been 
updated in a boat shoe style, 
although the laces and material are 
of cotton for breathability.
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making a lasting 
(good) impression

about 60 percent of youths base their impressions of people on their 
looks while only 35 percent will listen to how people speak before 
they make their judgment.

here are findings from a hype poll conducted among 200 youths. 

and to look great and leave a good first impression, women spend 
hundreds of dollars every month on facial treatments, skincare and 
make-up products. most men, on the other hand, are unwilling to 
spend even $10 for a tube of facial foam to clean their faces.  in 
fact, most men are ignorant about their skin woes. 

“my skin is really oily, and i tend to break out easily. however, i do 
not really know the root cause for it because i do cleanse my face 
daily,” says henry law, 18, a polytechnic student.

unfair though it may seem, the first impression is almost always based on physical appearance. roxanne lim finds 
out how young men can put their best face forward.

Dr. Karen soh, medical director of privé Clinic, says that common 
skin problems among male youths include acne and clogged pores. 

“males tend to have thicker and firmer skin, but their pores are larger 
and sebaceous glands are very active, so their skin will be much more 
oily compared with females,” Dr. soh explains. “and with regular 
shaving, the skin will be dehydrated and even clogged, if shaving is 
not done properly,” she adds. 

having thicker and firmer skin means that improper skincare can 
easily lead to various skin problems such as acne and ingrown hairs, 
which are not only painful, but also unattractive. 

Dr. soh recommends the following steps to help keep skin clear and 
healthy. 

Cleanse. Cleaning helps to remove dirt, sweat sebum and bacteria from your 
face. look for a suitable cleanser for your skin. a cleanser that contains essential 
oils is good for oily skin, and one that contains salicylic acid is good for acne-
prone skin.

try nivea for men oil Control face wash ($9.20) is a soap-free cleansing gel 
enriched with seaweed extracts that helps to control the oil balance in the 
skin. you can try neutrogena men face wash ($9.90), an oil-free cleanser with 
salicylic acid to help prevent breakouts.

nourish. Use a serum that works beneath the skin to hydrate your skin. as 
serums have a lighter texture and higher concentration of active ingredients such 
as vitamin C and glycolic acid (a chemical used to improve the skin’s appearance 

and texture), it is very good for treatment.  

serums are usually more pricey than basic cleansing items. for example, a 30-ml 
vial from Kiehl’s costs about $42.

moisturize. moisturizing protects the skin from moisture loss, softens the 
top layer of the skin and prevents it from being too sensitive when dry. 
men’s bioré Double hyda action gel facial wash ($9.85) is a non-scrub, 2-in-1 
cleanser gel that not only cleans but also locks the moisture in the skin. you 
can also try nivea for men oil Control moisturizer ($13.90) . this moisturizer 
regulates facial shine while protecting the skin against harmful Uva & Uvb rays. 
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if you are too lazy to head down to your nearest 
supermarket to purchase one of the above 
recommended products, then you might want to try 
these DiY remedies that renee Lorentzen, beauty 
writer and founder of beauty Fool, shares with us. 

Sunburns: apply some aloe vera gel on the burnt 
area, and leave it to heal by itself. “to avoid sunburns, 
always apply sunscreen, with at least spf 30, after your 
moisturiser,” advises renee.

Break Outs: Crush a panadol with a bit of water to 
create a paste, then apply it on the pimple.  “the salicylic 
acid in the panadol can help to calm your break outs,” 
explains renee. she also warns youths to never pick or 
squeeze the zits as it will cause scarring. 

Blackheads: beat an egg and dip some cotton in it. 
place the cotton on your nose and allow the egg to dry. once 
dry, pull off the cotton, it should pick up some blackheads. 
renee says, “Cleansing and regular exfoliation could help 
unclog pores and remove dead skin cells.”

quick DIY remedies

protection. applying sun block not only blocks out the harmful rays that 
can cause skin problems like pigmentation and skin diseases, but also prevents 
photodamage, the breaking down of the skin’s pigments which lead to skin 
discolouration and wrinkles. however, if you think it is too much of a hassle 
to apply an additional product during the day, then look for a product that can 
double up as a sunblock. 

nugeno men oil Control Cooling moisturizer spf 25 ($15.90) is a non-greasy 
formula that hydrates the skin and protects it from environmental aggressors 
and damage from shaving. you can also try garnier men turbolight oil Control 
moisturiser spf 25 ($14.90), which has a six-hour oil-absorbing action and is 
also anti-grease.

HYPE invited some youths to try out NIVEA FOR 
MEN Oil Control Face Wash, and this is what they 
have to say.

Benjamin Liew, 21, student
“other facial foams tend to 
dry out my skin and give it 
an uncomfortable feeling of 
tightness, but this product 
made my skin feel fresh and 
supple.

Dinesh Ajith, 19, student
this gives me the kick-start 
i need in the morning. i left 
the bathroom feeling fresh, so 
i feel better about facing the 
long day ahead. 

Zayar Tint Shwe, 20, Student
it left a cooling and clean 
sensation on my skin. it 
doesn’t leave my skin dry at all. 
however, i don’t like the musky 
smell of the facial foam.
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Competition is rife in the online store industry 
today, and more stores are going niche so as to 
stand out from the rest. By natalie Koh

amidst the hundreds of shops that 
import items from wholesalers from 
Korea, taiwan and bangkok, some 
have been offering extremely exclusive 
items, so as to stand out from the sea 
of mushrooms.

speciality design house, rose Citron 
creates intricate custom-made fashion 
bags, accessories and home soft 
furnishings. 

“i love designing,” gushes ms zoe 
borie, the chief designer and manager 
of rose Citron.

the french-born designer draws 
inspiration from, well, everywhere. “you 
just have to open your eyes. nature 
gives a lot of inspiration and humans 
give the rest,” she says. 

her products carry different pattern 
and colour combinations from french 
as well as asian influences, along with 
collages of fabrics.

also offering customisation services, 
she commented on the appeal of her 
products, saying, “people are looking 
to have their own identity. they don’t 
want the same style that is designed by 
somebody else all the time.”

Find Rose Citron at http://rosecitron.
wordpress.com

Chromaki owner, ms tania su, started 
her business with information from a 
shop-owner she met in bangkok selling 
designer shoe knock-offs for more than 
s$300.

at her online shop, the shoes’ prices 
range from $49 to $180.

she carries designs are inspired by 
shoes worn by celebrities such as the 
olsen twins and alexa Chung, amongst 
designs inspired by brands.
ms su places strong emphasis on 
exclusiveness, so she maintains a 20-
pair cap on each design.

“in singapore, it’s easy to bump into 
another person wearing the exact 
same clothing or accessory as you. i 
believe most people absolutely loathe 
that awkward feeling of seeing another 
person wearing the same thing as 
them,” she says. 

perhaps her personal belief is what 
drives her business: “i have a knack 
for such shoes because it feels great 
to have people staring at my feet – and 
yeah, i do genuinely want to stand out,” 
she laughs.

Browse through the shoes on offer at 
http://www.chromaki.com

ms huiyu, a 28-year-old, started 
spectacles spectacular out of passion. 

she says, “i’m extremely anal about 
picking only authentic vintage frames 
and not the new productions modeled 
after the originals, so the hand-picking 
process takes a long time.”

Describing her rare love for spectacles, 
she says, “the choice of specs tells so 
much about the wearer. it’s the first 
accessory on your face that someone 
sees. it’s very interesting to see how all 
this is silently articulated just by your 
choice of eyewear!”

she works hard to find each pair, but 
mostly, it’s by chance, from wandering 
the streets overseas or through her 
open approach. “i’m always talking to 
people about their specs and where 
they picked it up from, so i’ve made 
a few contacts through these chance 
meetings,” she shares.

regardless of the type of goods that 
each store offers, it is undeniable that 
each store is one-of-a-kind and this 
exclusive quality is more than necessary 
to stay afloat in the sea of online shops.

visit Spectacles Spectacular at http://
spectaclespectacular.wordpress.com

S H O P !
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for Heng Kang yong, making 
accessories simply happened.

the 22-year-old started working on 
paper for an assignment in lasalle 
College of the arts, where he was a 
student, and gradually became more 
comfortable working with the material.

what started out with a simple woven 
ball for an art piece turned into an 
elaborate, full-frontal necklace, or 
“wearable art”, as he puts it.

enjoying hands-on work as well as 
having a strong interest in fashion, 
crafting accessories was a natural 
progression for him. his confidence 
buoyed by the success of working 
with paper, he tried making bangles 
out of colourful labelling tape, and it 
was from there that he found that he 
loved experimenting with designs using 
unused materials.

stumbling upon an obscure tutorial in 
a book, he decided to try the idea of 
making wrist cuffs from old lp records.

he cuts these records into strips, heats 
them and shapes them into curves 
to form a wrist cuff. Kang yong then 
realised that they had commercial 
potential and decided to sell them at 
flea markets.

it seems that the history behind the 
materials he uses adds on to the items’ 
popularity. “when i started selling 
them at flea markets, the responses 

were really good. i mean, they really 
appreciated the whole idea behind it. 
when people realise the cuff is made 
from vinyl records, they are surprised 
and they appreciate it more, and that’s 
a form of satisfaction on my part.” says 
Kang yong.

since then, Kang yong has been 
actively taking part in flea markets, 
while at the same time selling his more 
recent creations, including chainmaille 
accessories, which are made by 
meticulously connecting small metal 
rings, hoop by hoop. “i can do it quite 
quickly now, but it was a very slow, 
tedious process at first,” he says.

one of the challenges that Kang yong 
faces is pricing his products, which he 
describes as “a sensitive topic”. the 
flea market crowd, who attend with the 
intention of looking for a bargain, do 
not part with their money easily despite 
the intricacy of his products.

he says, “i stand my ground. i have to 
explain that this is all handmade and 
original”. he explains that he is not 
willing to lower his prices although it 
might increase the rate of sales. “it’s 
not mass produced. i put in effort into 
all the tiny little details, so this is what 
they are actually paying for.”

Items range from $10 to $30.  Get 
updates on where to find Kang Yong’s 
next booth at http://www.facebook.com/
theKANGcraftster 

most of us enjoy dabble in crafts of some sort, but some have turned 
their passion into a business.  nathaniel ng talks to two such youths.

S H O P !
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PhoToS CourTeSy of heng KAng yong
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the first thought that comes to 
mind looking at Keziah Quek, 
18, may not be that of a hard sell 
businesswoman, but an experienced 
one this petite lady is.

the creator of crafts such as 
headpieces, pouches, soft toys and 
bags, says of her clientele, “the people 
ask a lot of questions, and then after 
asking about shipping, they might 
cancel their orders.” 

her business started out of the 
simplest of reasons, however, with her 
explaining that it was through the joy 
that she got from making small gifts for 
others that she started to venture into 
profitable projects.

Keziah remembers that the very first 
item that she made was a gift of a 
simple clear plastic box with rocks and 
pebbles and a fake plant, which she 
made because her brother didn’t know 
how to take care of his plants despite 
buying many.

from there, Keziah developed her 
hobby of making little crafts from 
various materials like felt, yarn and 
paper-mâché. 

“i noticed that for a while, there was 
a trend of feathers being used for veils 
and lace, similar to the kind that the 
women in old england used to wear. i 
had just finished my ‘o’ levels, so i was 
looking for something to do.”

teaching herself how to make feather 
fascinators from online tutorials, Keziah 
started making them for her friends 
and when they turned out to be quite 
popular, she decided to commercialise 
her hobby.

Using colourful feathers of various 
hues and iridescence, Keziah carefully 
arranges them on felt and uses a hot 
glue to fasten them to a metal fastener 
or crocodile clip.

she had to ask her friends for favours, 
advertise on facebook, and even use 
google’s search term services, but 
Keziah’s online blogshop eventually 
turned out to be quite popular, and she 
sold out most of her pieces.

Keziah remains optimistic. “i think 
anyone can start their own business, 
and just learn on the job.” it is evident 
that she enjoys her work, although 
school might interfere with her 
schedule. “it’ll be nice to make a living 
out of this. i mean, it’s also a form of 
self-expression.”

“having a business sense, yeah, maybe 
it will get you further from the get-go, 
but if you have no sense for it at all, 
and you just jump into it, why not just 
learn on the job?” chirps Keziah.

Items range from $3 to $30.  View 
Keziah’s products on www.hotwhale.
blogspot.com
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LeT’s GeT PersoNAL
In this digital age of the Internet, facebook and 
Twitter, the joy from a surprise postcard could be 
exactly what we need, says Kylene Wu.

“you have XXX unread messages in your inbox.”

how often do we see this line? in the current connected 
age that we live in, that very line represents a combination 
of many things. at any given time, those unread messages 
could mean school projects, work related matters, facebook 
notifications, random spam or all of the above.

a pen pal used to mean paper, pen and postage. now with 
the internet and an email account, it means typing and 
clicking ‘send’.

this is where the postcrossing project comes in. started 
in 2005 by paulo magalhães, the continuously growing 
postcard exchange project currently spans across 202 
countries and over 200,000 members with several millions 
of postcards exchanged across the world.

where is the draw in this project? it sounds like snail mail 
and besides, writing and sending postcards are nothing new. 
the answer is in the surprise element. as the tagline of the 
project goes: “send a postcard and receive a postcard back 
from a random person somewhere in the world!”

apart from the cost of postage and postcards, the project is 
free and very simple. sign up, request an address to send a 
postcard to, mail it out and wait for another to arrive in your 
mailbox.

with each postcard received, a postcrosser never knows 
what to expect. a postcard could bring beautiful images of 
another country, cultural tidbits from the sender, or even 
chancing upon potential pen pals.

ms stella tan, 23, an administrative officer, describes 
postcrossing like “travelling across the world from the 
comfort of your home, and collecting cheerful, colourful 
mementos from various countries.”

ms tan, who enjoys discovering more about different 

cultures and people in other parts of the world, is glad that the 
postcrossing project enables her to do so.

“it’s wonderful that a simple postcard lets me have a peek in 
to another country, culture and what goes on in the typical life 
of the people there,” she says, “you get to know people from 
all walks of life from an eight-year-old boy from finland who 
likes soccer, to a university girl from russia who travels out 
of the country every year on her birthday and an 70-year-old 
grandmother from america who likes lobster.”

Just like how youths today enjoy being connected online 
through facebook and twitter and sharing on blogs or 
tumblr, postcrossing represents a similar form of sharing and 
connection, only held offline and through snail mail. 

“postcrossing shows us the world through postcard photos and 
people’s words,” tincy Chan, 22, a Commerce, hospitality and 
tourism undergraduate from Kaplan singapore says.

“i enjoy the feeling of surprise most. and i love to prepare 
a special postcard for each postcrosser based on their 
preferences,” she adds.

valerie Chua, 19, a landscape architecture student from 
singapore polytechnic likes shopping for postcards and 
sending them out all over the world, while discovering 
countries that she has never heard of. 

“it [postcrossing] brings closeness and smiles to people. the 
thrill of receiving a postcard makes anyone’s day,” she says.

in the midst of all the emails, tweets, facebook posts and 
blogging, may the simplicity of a postcard in the mail bring a 
smile and a little cheer to your day.

happy postcrossing!

The Postcrossing Project can be found at  
http://www.postcrossing.com



Warped Tour
dates: Jun 24 – aug 14 
Tickets: around Us$35 (s$50)
Website: http://warpedtour.com

since its inception by Kevin lyman (co-founder of the 
taste of Chaos and mayhem tours) as a small punk 
rock festival in 1994, it was revived when vans, the 
bmX/skateboarding shoe-brand, sponsored the tour. 

it has grown into a 43-date travelling tour spanning 
across the United states and part of Canada, with 
nearly 100 bands hitting the tour circuit each year. 
most head to the merchandise booth for meets 
and greets after sets, so backstage passes aren’t 

necessary if you’re 
hoping to get up close 
and personal with your 
favourite band. 

previous alumni include 
my Chemical romance, 
avenged sevenfold and 
the academy is.

SoundWave 
FeSTival
dates: feb 26 (brisbane) 
& 27 (sydney), mar 4 
(melbourne), 5 (adelaide) & 
7 (perth) 
Tickets: aUD$160 (s$205)
Website: http://www.
soundwavefestival.com

started in 2004 as a one-
day event in perth with 5 
bands, it soon exploded into a hefty 
yearly lineup boasting international names like 
paramore, Jimmy eat world, incubus and afi.

late february means particularly muggy weather, much 
like “being packed into a bus at 40-degrees while being 
swarmed by hyperactive 15-year olds boys”. ah, the joys of 
a 12-hour rough-and-tumble rock concert.

there are, however, free water stations and booths giving 
out sunscreen, so make sure to take advantage of them. 
 
you don’t want miss out on this year’s lineup, with iron 
maiden, bullet for my valentine, and Coheed and Cambria 
promising to bring the house down.

JakarTa Jam!
dates: feb 22 & 23 
Tickets:1 day – rp.325,000 
(s$46) (elevated), rp.375,000 
(s$53) (free standing) 
2 days – rp.550,000/day 
(s$78) (elevated), rp.650,000 
(s$92) (free standing)  
Website: http://www 
javamusikindo.com

still in its infancy, this two-day 
festival, soon to be hitting its 3rd anniversary, has a name 
that serves an integral purpose – promoting indonesian bands 
as much as the overseas acts they bring in. 

pop-punk and rap/r&b acts alike grace the stage, usually 
three in a day, within an indoor tennis stadium. mainstream 
rock bands like new found glory, power/synth pop band 
hellogoodbye, rapper flo rida have graced the stage together 
with indonesian rap rock collaboration band bondan prakoso 
& fade 2 black and andra and the backbone.

Jarkata Jam ‘11 will be seeing the return of new found 
glory as well as the comeback of the starting line (recently 
emerging from hiatus), sunny pop band we the Kings, post-
hardcore i see stars and one-man acoustic pop act, 19-year-
old never shout never.

Summer Sonic 
dates: aug 7 - 8
Tickets: ¥15, 800 to ¥29,000  (s$247 -s$453)
Website: http://www.summersonic.com/2011

Japan seems light-years away from singapore in terms 
of music sensibilities. the term “big in Japan” really 
does hold some weight – the Japanese know their 
tunes and bands.

last year’s festival drew nearly 160,000 people who came 
to watch country-pop sweetheart taylor swift, Courtney 
love’s recently reunited grunge band hole, the ethereal 
icelandic band sigur ros, post-hardcore Japanese band 
faCt, rapper Jay-z and the legendary stevie wonder, all in 
the space of 48 hours?

with the red hot Chilli 
peppers and the strokes 
headlining this year, we 
can’t wait till the rest of 
the line up’s released.

every summer, bands around the world pack up their buses or jets 
and hit the tour circuit. If you live and breathe the live concert 

experience, it’s time to take it to the next level – welcome to the 
true summer music festival. By Taina Teravainen

sounds
of  summer
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nowadays, an inevitable question, among the invariable queries about your future plans after 
graduation would most probably be, “where are you headed to for your graduation trip?”

indeed, such trips are becoming a common occurrence among youths. 78 per cent of the 200 
youths surveyed indicated an intention to go on a graduation trip. Common dream destinations 
include london, new york, and los angeles, most of which are idealistic, but unaffordable by the 
average graduate fresh out of school. 

while this probably isn’t that glamourous trip you daydreamed about while, here are four alternative 
destinations that’ll give you a good time regardless of whether you’re an adrenaline junkie, avid 
party-goer or simply looking for an idyllic getaway!

Celebrating 
Graduation 
Next Door

NEPAL
 
home to the mighty mount everest, nepal is a hotbed for activities to 
get your blood pumping. ng Yang Han takes you through one of its most 
popular.

Langtang Valley Trek 

scaling the himalayas – the stuff 
of legends, and nigh impossible to 
conquer for the average desk-bound 
paper-pushing man. but if you can 
settle for a little lesser, why not try a 
trek through langtang valley?

a narrow valley that lies south of 
the tibetan border, langtang is 
sandwiched between the main 
himalayan range and the slightly lower 
range of snowy peaks to its south. 

the 10-day trek (s$821) might 
put a strain on your wallet, but the 
breathaking views of the towering 
peaks – 10 of which are over 6 
kilometres high – will more than 
compensate for that. 

Keep your eyes peeled as you trek 
through the langtang national park 
because you might just spot the 
pika, a small, rabbit-like animal,that 
lives in the mountainous regions, or 
the colourful danphe, which is also 
nepal’s national bird.

if you love the outdoors, this might 
well be the perfect getaway for you 
to immerse yourself among the 
picturesque himalayan peaks and 
refresh your senses. 

visit http://www.nepaltrekkinginfo.com/nepal/trekking/langtang/langtang_valley_trek.html for more information.
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BALI, INDONEsIA

Café Bali

Where: Jl. Laksamana (Oberoi), 
Seminyak, Bali
Tel: 0361 736 484

tucked along a sleepy road of 
seminyak, this cosy colonial-style cafe 
is perfect for english breakfast, or a 
lazy afternoon of tea and cake with 
your girlfriends. 

their prices are pretty reasonable as 
well, with a set of poached eggs with 
buttered toast, chocolate pancakes, 
and milk setting you back by only s$5. 

make sure to try their scrumptious 
eggs florentine with smoked salmon 
(s$4.50). 

for dessert, go for their Chocolate 
molten Cake (s$3.50), a magical 
concoction that crumbles in your 
mouth to unveil warm melted 
chocolate.

Biku

Where: No. 888, Jl. Petitinget
Tel: +62 361 857 0888
Website: www.bikubali.com

apart from its laid-back atmosphere, 
extensive tea menu and scrumptious 
lunch sets, a notable mention would 
definitely be its one-of-a-kind mystical 
high tea set (s$22). 

with generous servings of delectable 
scones, quiche, finger sandwiches, 
butter cookies, and fruit tarts and 
a pot of tea of your choice, this is 
definitely value-for-money. 

what makes the mystical high tea set 
so unique is that you get to choose 
either a tarot card or tea-leaf reading 
to go along with your food. 

a pretty interesting meal, we say. Just 
don’t get too disappointed if your 
foretold future is bleak.

Jimbaran Bay seafood

Where: Jimbaran Bay, Kedonganan 
Beach, Bali 
Tel: (62) 361 701517 
Website: www.jimbaranbayseafood.com

it doesn’t get more magical than this: 
washing down a hearty seafood meal 
with coconut juice or beer at the 
beach while the sun sets and makes a 
postcard perfect picture.

we highly recommend the place for 
couples planning to keep the romantic 
vibes going, but be prepared to shout 
your sweet nothings to one another over 
the crashing waves. 

a group of cheery buskers will usually 
surprise diners with an impromptu 
seranade, which probably is just about 
as cliche as you could get, but why not 
savour this one-of-a-kind experience?

a meal more than enough for four 
consisting of barbecued lobster, 
snapper fish, tiger prawns, spicy kang 
kong vegetables, and mussels will set 
you back by about s$45.

Cocoon Beach Club

Where: Jl. Double Six, No. 66, Blue 
Ocean Boulevard, Seminyak
Tel: +62 361 731266
Website:www.cocoon-beach.com

the first thing that strikes you when 
you step into Cocoon bar is the feel 
of luxury and opulence, as expatriates 
dressed in their evening smart-casual 
best mill about the bar while earnest 
waiting staff first-class treatment you 
get from. 

surprisingly, the prices here are pretty 
reasonable, with drinks at least 30 per 
cent cheaper as compared back home, 
with a refreshing glass of peach bellini 
champagne drink costs about s$14.

When in Bali…

Traveller’s Tip 1: 
aside from walking, you will probably find yourself taking a cab to get to pretty 
much anywhere you go. 

Check that the meter is switched on before your taxi drives off, as there have 
been cases of drivers overcharging tourists with off-hand quoted charges.
 
be careful to hail only for the blue bird taxi (there is a picture of a bird on 
the taxi sign), as they’re considered to be the most reliable of the various taxi 
groups in bali. 

Traveller’s Tip 2: 
Check out discount hotel booking site www.agoda.com for great deals on resort 
and villa stays. the prices quoted on agoda are at least 20 percent cheaper 
than the prices stated on the resort’s website. 

Already a tourist hotspot renowned for its beaches and water sports, we find 
that Bali’s quaint cafes, shopping, and thriving nightlife are worth a mention 
as well. Veronica Koh introduces four eclectic locations to you. 
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Mighty Mekong Cycling

weaving down the mekong Delta is idyllic 
itself, but do it on a bicycle and it becomes an 
exhilarating experience.

that is what the mighty mekong Cycling tour 
seeks to give you. the four-day tour is priced at 
Us$379 (s$498) and takes you through the 
various attractions the mekong river and delta 
have to offer. 

the tour kicks of with a homestay at binh 
hoa phuoc island. there, you can enjoy the 
view from the top of sam mountain as the 
sun sets and gaze across the vast plains of 
the mekong Delta, which stretches into 
Cambodia. 

subsequently, you get to cycle leisurely 
through various fruit orchards and 
past rice fields, experiencing the lush 
landscape of the mekong Delta as you 
do. 

the highlight of the tour is surely the 
cruise down mekong river. they will 
take you through a riverside market 
to visit the islamic Champa village 
and fish breeding houses, as well as 
introduce you to the Cai rang and 
phong Dien floating markets. 

Cai rang, the busier of the two 
markets, offers various farm 
products and local specialities 
from Cai rang town, Chau 
tanh District and the vicinity. 
interestingly, samples of goods 
for sale are hung on a long, 
upright pole on each of the 
floating market’s boats’ bows 
as a sign of what wares its 
owner is hawking. 

the Cai rang waterway can 
turn also into a maze of 
hundreds of boats in the 
early morning, as peddlers 
try to sell a myriad of goods 
from fruits to smuggled 
cigarettes. 

not a fan of the hustle and 
bustle? phong Dien, the 
other floating market, is less 
crowded but sees its own fair 
share of goods on offer too. 
there are even floating gas 
stations and restaurants. 

if you want to experience 
the vibrant culture of the 
mekong river and feed your 
inner adrenaline junkie at the 
same time, then this tour is 
definitely for you. 

Visit http://www.vietnambudgettour.
com for more information.

VIETNAM
 

Conjuring images of quiet paddy fields upon mention, vietnam hardly seems like the place to get your adrenaline fix. Think 
again however, as ng Yang Han introduces you to a tour that is more than exciting.
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CAMBODIA
 
with its shadowy past involving the Khmer rouge, Cambodia is a land 
steeped in history, culture and natural beauty. Bryan Toh presents three 
highlights among the many attractions there.

Angkor Archaeological Park

home to the remains of the Khmer 
empire, one of the most powerful 
empires in southeast asia, the park is 
a must-visit site for its famous angkor 
wat, and the structurally magnificent 
bayon temple. 

entry to the park requires a pass, and 
must be kept on hand at all times 
for random spot-checks. there are 
1-day (s$26), 3-day (s$52) and 
7-day (s$78) passes available, and we 
recommend the 3-day pass if you are 
looking to visit all of the major temples 
at least once, as well as check out 
some of the minor structures. 

however, if you’re pressed for time, a 
1-day pass will be able to show you the 
highlights of the most famous spots, 
but little else. 

for the history buffs, a guide can be 
hired for around Us$20 (s$26) to 
explain the history behind the temples 
as well as show you around the park, 
which can be intimidating with it 
stretching over 400 square kilometres, 
however, many transport options from 
tour buses to bicycles are available for 
hire. if you are feeling adventurous, 
travel via elephants or hot air balloons. 

one thing to keep in mind would the 
equatorial weather, so be prepared to 
get sweaty while visiting the various 
temples. 

if you intend to stay in the area for 
more than a day, there are guest 
hostels nearby, although staying in 
the nearby siem reap City is another 
option. 

visit http://www.canbypublications.
com/siemreap/srstarted.htm and http://
whc.unesco.org/en/list/668 for more 
information on the park.

siem Reap

one of the two most visited 
cities in Cambodia, siem reap is 
more commonly used as a base 
camp for visits to the angkor 
archaeological park.

however, it has its fair share of 
attractions too, most notably 
phsar Chas, a must-visit site  for 
the souvenir hunter when in town.

located near the siem reap 
river, phsar Chas (literally 
translated to old market) is a 
large collection of stores selling 
everything from colourful textiles 
to spiced frogs. think bangkok’s 
famous Chatuchak market, except 
with a distinctly Cambodian 
flavour. 

also worth visiting are the angkor 
national museum and bantaey 
srey butterfly Centre, where one 
will get to experience the best of 
Cambodia’s culture and nature. 

transportation in the form of 
buses, taxis, tuk-tuks (sheltered 
motorcycles), or even boat rides 
down the river is widely available. 
accommodation is also aplenty. 

visit http://www.lonelyplanet.com/
cambodia/siem-reap or http://
www.canbypublications.com/
siemreap/srhome.htm for more 
information on the city.

Phnom Penh

the capital city of Cambodia, phnom 
penh is home to the royal palace 
grounds and is the go-to point for 
those interested in learning about the 
country’s recent dark history. 

the tuol sleng genocide museum – a 
former Khmer rouge prison – and the 
Killing fields of Cheung ek stand as 
reminders of the horrors of the Khmer 
rouge regime, which took place in the 
mid-1970s. 

a 40-minute drive away from the city, 
the Killing fields were once the site of 
Khmer rouge mass killings. the sights 
there are not one for the squeamish, 
for they include empty pits that were 
once mass graves. 

apart from those landmarks, phnom 
penh has its fair share of nightlife 
and culinary offerings as well. there 
is a wide variety of ransportation and 
lodging in phnom penh available that 
can cater to different budgets. 

be sure however, to keep a look out for 
touts and the notoriously dodgy, and 
sometimes fatal, traffic system in the 
city. staying out late at night is also 
not recommended. 

that aside, phnom penh is an 
insight into the best and the worst of 
Cambodia’s recent past and is very 
worth visiting. 

visit http://www.phnompenh.gov.kh/ for 
more information on the city.
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Going back  
in time to hairballs
famed for its dim sum borne on trolleys by quaint old ladies and as the fashion capital of Asia, hong Kong is also 
lesser known to have a bustling teashop scene to rival Parisian coffee houses. Kylene Wu checks out two quirky 
cafés that the hong Kong locals are raving about.

Starbucks Bing Sutt Corner 
 
Where: shop m2, mezzanine floor, baskerville house, 13 
Duddell street, Central 
Tel: +852 2523 5685
Website: http://www.coffeeconcepts.com.hk/bingsutt/en/
bingsutt.asp

walking into starbucks bing sutt Corner, you would be 
forgiven for thinking that you had gone back in time. 
literally translated from Cantonese as “ice room”, it 
is conceptualized by hong Kong lifestyle brand goods 
of Desire (g.o.D) with starbucks, and has a decidedly 
anachronistic feel, not least in its name. 

“ice room” refers to a particular dining establishment 
popular in the 1950s and 1960s, where diners gossiped 
and feasted on inexpensive western-inspired fare and 
sipped coffee or tea amidst tiled walls and laminated 
booths. sadly, most of such cafés have disappeared, thanks 
to the relentless march of urban redevelopment.

birdcages dangle from the ceiling in a cozy space lined 
with wooden chairs and benches, while false windows 
open up into photographs of scenes from a bygone era. 
antiquated hong Kong-style memorabilia like plastic fly 
swatters and porcelain teacups that are strewn around the 
premises provide interesting conversation topics. also of 
note is the menu, which is written on strips of paper and 
pasted on the walls.

the range of food and beverages available is similar to any 
other starbucks outlet. however, staying true to its theme, 
bing sutt also offers old favorites given a coffee-twist. 
must-tries include the coffee cocktail buns and egg tarts 
with coffee-flavored crust, which are priced at an affordable 
hK$10 to $12 ($1.70 to $2).

An Ailurophile’s Avalon: the Cat Store 
Where: 3D po ming building, foo ming street, Causeway bay
Tel: +852 2710 9953
Website: http://www.ahmeow.com/mainpage.html
 
affectionately nicknamed Cat Café by loyal patrons, the 
Cat store was founded in 2001 by cat lover Diana hui as 
a place where fellow feline lovers can dine with their furry 
companions in peace away from the hustle and bustle of 
city life.

small and tastefully furnished with cat-inspired 
paraphernalia, the café is a favorite hangout not only among 
ailurophiles, but also students. visitors can play with 13 of 
the adopted namesake animals, all of whom are not afraid 
of humans and roam freely throughout the café. 

prices range from hK$15 to hK$100 ($2.50 to $17) and 
the menu includes all day meals, afternoon tea, snacks and 
drinks. lunch and dinner items, which include western, 
Chinese and Japanese cuisine include rice, spaghetti and 
noodle dishes are priced around hK$35 ($6) and hK$80 
($13) respectively.
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THE BUCKET LIST
2012 looms, and The Apocalypse beckons.
MELVIN POON takes to the streets to find out what
the kids have on their bucket lists.

“I want to visit all seven continents of the 
world.” - Xanthe Ang

“I would like to immerse myself into a whole 
new culture and visit the historical sites in 
Germany and Russia. I’ve always wanted 
to experience Greece too!” - Nur Hazirah

“I would like to go down the Niagara Falls 
in a barrel.” - Marissa Mir

“I want to get into a real Muay Thai fight in 
a professional boxing ring.” – Jean Goh

“I want to travel around the world with 
Karen O to all their gigs, and most 
importantly, I want her hairstyle!”  
– Sonia Chew

“I want to play the guitar like Adam Levine 
and make girls swoon.” – Zayar Tint Shwe.

“I wanna see the Northern Lights.” 
–Tessa “Glitterdoll” Mendez

“To have at least three kids and many 
many grandchildren before I die.”  
– Steph Micayle

“Punch someone really important, and 
then run away.” – Elijah Underhill

R E G U L A R S
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stand the chance to watch 
complimentary tickets to Forever 
(p28-29), the latest movie by 
singapore director wee li-lin.

simply post a comment in 20 
words on the official trailer’s 
youtube page. email the same 
comment to hype’s email. 

Contest ends 21 Feb.

get your hands on a 20-dollar 
voucher for whips Cupcakes by 
completing this line:

all i want for valentine’s Day is 
_________.  (p74-75)

Contest ends 28 Feb.

get 10% dicount in general 
cakes and desserts ordered 
from www.delciedesserts.com/
order/cake-order. (p74-75)

Promotion ends 1 Apr.

Catch Emily of Emerald Hill 
by answering the following 
question:

who stars as emily in w!ld 
rice production’s Emily of 
Emerald Hill?  (p59)

Contest closes 1 Mar.

Catch the grand outdoor theatre 
production at fort Canning 
by answering the following 
question:

when will shakespeare in the 
park (macbeth) in singapore be 
held until? (p58)

Contest ends 1 May. 

we have five autographed copies of 
west grand boulevard’s (p18-19) latest 
album to give away! simply tell us the 
name of their newly-released album.

Contest ends 1 Mar. 

win an autographed copy of tay 
Kewei’s (p17) debut album! tell us 
who tay Ke wei sang a duet with for 

the song ‘please be Careful with my 
heart’.

Contest ends 1 Apr.

Email all your answers to 
hype.midea@gmail.com. 
Include your name, NRIC 
number and contact details 

in your entry. 
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Courses o�ered by James Cook University Australia
• Bachelor of Business

International Business 
Hospitality Management 
Tourism Management
Marketing 
Management & Entrepreneurship
~ Double Major options for Bachelor of Business available 

• Bachelor of Business & 
Environmental Science

• Bachelor of Information Technology
Computing and Networking 
Interactive Tehnologies and Games Design

• Bachelor of Arts (Psychology) 

• Bachelor of Psychology* 

• Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)*
* Accredited by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC) 

James Cook Australia Institute of Higher Learning
600 Upper Thomson Road, Singapore 574421
Hotline: (65) 8222 6833 | Email: enquiries@jcu.edu.sg
CPE Registration No. 200100786K | Period of registration: 13 July 2010 to 12 July 2014       
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Degrees for your picking:
University of Gloucestershire, UK
BA (Hons) Business & Management
BA (Hons) Hospitality Industry Management

University of Greenwich, UK
MSc Information Systems Management
BSc (Hons) Computing
BSc (Hons) Games & Multimedia TechnologiesBSc (Hons) Games & Multimedia Technologies
BSc (Hons) Psychology with Counselling*

University of London - International Programmes, UK
Preparatory Course for University of London Bachelor of Laws

*Final Year Top-Up Degree

University of Hertfordshire, UK
BA (Hons) Tourism Management*
BA (Hons) Marketing & Tourism*
BA (Hons) Mass Communications*

Liverpool John Moores University, UK
BSc (Hons) Internet Computing Systems*
BA (Hons) Mass Communications*BA (Hons) Mass Communications*
BA (Hons) Tourism, Leisure & Hospitality*
Fees include 14-week Summer Semester Programme in Liverpool

Photograph by: Roy Sari Putra Gunawan, TMC Student

www.tmc.edu.sg

For “N”/”O” Level Holders & Equivalent For “A” Level Holders & Equivalent For Polytechnic Diploma Holders & Equivalent

Off City Campus:
38C Jalan Pemimpin (Off Bishan St 21)
Tel:     6671 2799

For information, please contact us via the following:
City Branch Office:
111 North Bridge Rd, #06-15 Peninsula Plaza
Tel:     6337 0922
Email: enquiries@tmc.edu.sg
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CPE Reg. Period 20/05/2010 - 19/05/2014

Our Facebook page:
TMC Academy

DIPLOMA       HIGHER DIPLOMA         BACHELOR     

*Intakes in March & May depending on University
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